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Pat Carrigan, a native Annapolitan,
enjoys her three daughters, five
grandchildren and five greats. She
is seen here helping in the kitchen of
Gardens of Annapolis where she has
lived for more than a year. She is part
of the “Sadler Seafood" family.
Hal Strange, originally from Columbia, S.C., is retired from government service and lived in Bowie for
25 years before retiring to "hit the
road." He’s visited all states except
Hawaii. Now enjoying the joys of 10
grandchildren, he also is a resident
of Gardens of Annapolis.
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FROM THE DESK
Our eldest child called one year from school in Michigan to tell us she wouldn’t
be home for Thanksgiving. The reason has been lost to time, but the void felt that year
and feeling of disconnect have not. Memory says that we tried to gently remind her of
traditions and rituals, but it fell on ears that heard only the voices of friends. We’re revisiting the issue again this year, as we’re faced with the possibility of a grandchild who has
always been part of our Thanksgiving and Christmas, but who may very
well find it more important to spend this time with new college friends.
It is difficult to explain rituals to young people, to get them to
understand some of the traditions and silliness that we go through
over holidays to keep these rituals forever alive. They are not yet
aware that these are the traditions that they will one day adopt for
their families and that will keep them connected to their past, their
heritage and the culture in which they were raised.
Not everyone has traditions. One of our favorite young friends
is still looking to create hers as life has presented her with far too
many upheavals and changes. As her children get older, there may
not be time to build lasting rituals that they could one day adopt in
their families.
A favorite that we enjoy each year is the night before Thanksgiving
when all who are present, and it can be huge, gather at one of the children’s homes
where the young and the old roll up our sleeves to make more than two dozen pies
for consumption over the next few days. The pies are created according to the tastes of
the creator, leading to an unusual but scrumptious variety of fruit pies with interesting
crust designs. We always include cranberry-pear pie, which is the last to be consumed
as no one much cares for it. But it’s something we learned while living on the edge of a
cranberry bog in Plymouth and it would be missed should we ever leave it out. (If you
scoop enough ice cream on the top, by the way, it’s not quite so tart).
Why do we have rituals and create family traditions? And how do we impress upon
this new generation that it’s what holds us together and keeps us part of our group or
tribe? Traditions are what renew our past; they keep us in touch with our origins. They
create our identity and collectively define who we are and even why we’re here. They
strengthen relationships and offer us something to remember and review and share, such
as why we have our Christmas cake “stollen” each year. This comes from our German
background that is fast disappearing, as none of the young in our family have met any of
their European relations.
However, when a tradition is established and then skipped, even the most aloof
person notices the flaw. Last year, in an effort to cut back, we made the decision that
when a grandchild left for college, we would no longer present him with a new nutcracker doll on Dec 1 -- a tradition started long ago. We were met with unbridled opposition
– en masse! We quickly rescinded that decision. We’ll be presenting nutcrackers to eight
grandchildren ‘til we turn to dust. It’s a tradition and each year when a new nutcracker is
presented, the amassed collection is lovingly unwrapped and displayed for all to ooh and
aah over. Tales are told of why one nutcracker resembles a cook and another is dressed
as a Marine and one of the smaller ones is holding a hockey stick, and why each was
significant for a particular year.
Abraham Maslow, in his hierarchy of needs, has theorized that after basic needs
such as food and safety are met, there’s a need for friends, relationships and a sense of
community. It’s human nature that pushes us to be part of a group and encourages a
sense of belonging. This is why we share traditions. This bonds us and makes us part of
the group or tribe. There’s a comfort in the familiar; it cements relationships, giving us a
wonderful feeling of sharing and remembering.
Although there’s much value in learning about other traditions and cultures, there’s
much that shouldn’t be forgotten of our own. Many of our rites could so easily fall by the
wayside from lack of interest or participation, leaving no history behind. These traditions
are a method of passing on family values. The young ones should be aware of this and
they too should be part of this push to keep what we have alive and fresh.
These sometimes nutty traditions create solidarity and loyalty and understanding
and it’s a method of passing on family values. Shouldn’t we strive for this continuation
and push to keep what we have alive and fresh?
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PROTECTING YOUR BACK

Several Strategies That Can Help Safeguard Your Spine
By Chad Patton, MD MS

How's your back?
If it's fine, that's great news. But if you're like many people,
you're all too familiar with back pain. According to the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), nearly everyone gets a sore back at
some time in life. In fact, maybe your back hurts right now.
If so, take heart. Most back pain goes away on its own in a
few days, reports the NIH. But having a sore back for even a short
time can interfere with your job, your home routine and your life
in general. That's why the best strategy is to stop back problems
before they start.
Keep strong. You can help prevent back pain by strengthening muscles in your abdomen and lower back. The North
American Spine Society recommends doing crunches and other
exercises to strengthen the abdominal muscles. Brisk walking,
swimming and stationary bicycling are also good options for
building muscle strength and flexibility.
Position yourself for health. When you're standing, relieve
pressure on your lower back by placing one foot forward and
keeping your knees slightly bent. Sitting with your knees slightly
higher than your hips also helps. Either way, keep your shoulders
back and don't slouch.
Lift with care. Lifting can be your back's worst enemy. To
protect yourself, keep your back straight, bend your knees and lift
with your legs. Hold heavy objects close to your body, and don't

twist your back. If an object is too heavy to lift, get
someone to help.
Aim for health. Try to stay at a healthy weight,
because extra pounds put a strain on your back. And
don't smoke. It raises your risk for back pain by reducing blood flow to the lower spine and causes spinal disks to degenerate.
Know when to get help. If you do develop back
pain, anti-inflammatory medicines can help provide
relief while you heal. You can also try applying alternating heat and cold to the painful area.
But some back pain requires treatment. According
to the NIH, you should see your doctor if your pain
follows a fall or if you also have:
• Numbness or shooting pain in your legs
• Trouble urinating
• Weakness
• Fever
Chad Patton, MD MS, is an orthopaedic spine surgeon
with the Orthopaedic Sports Medicine Center at
Anne Arundel Medicine Center. He is also part of the
OrthoTODAY program where he treats acute back and
neck pain with same-day appointments. He can be reached
at 410.280.4707 or visit www.osmc.net

Fall 2013 Caregiver Workshops

The Dementia Series: Living in the Land of Oz

Hosted by Anne Arundel County’s Department of Aging & Disabilities’ Family Caregiver Support Program
Facilitated by Mary Fridley, RN, BSN, BC
Workshop #1: I’ve got a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore!

Like a tornado, a progressive dementia such as Alzheimer’s disease is a lifechanging event. Learn about the different types of dementias,
how they progress, current research and treatments, and how to prepare for the future.

Workshop #2: Follow the yellow brick road...

Dementia-impaired people are lost in their own worlds. The disease impairs perceptions of reality resulting in confusion and disorientation.
This workshop will teach participants how to effectively communicate and create a pathway to successful behavior management.

Workshop #3: There’s no place like home...there’s no place like home...

Requesting to go home when already home, repeating, wandering, and resistance to bathing are typical dementia behaviors. Caregivers are
conflicted about what to do and feel inadequately prepared to manage them. This workshop will teach essential behavior management skills
to use in everyday life.
Annapolis Senior Center
119 S. Villa Ave, Annapolis
Tuesdays: Nov 26, Dec 3, 10; 2:00-4:00 pm
Sponsored by: Heritage Harbour Health & Rehab

Arnold Senior Center
44 Church Rd, Arnold
Wednesdays: Dec 4, 11, 18; 6:30-8:30 pm
Sponsored by: Annapolis Assisted Living

Pascal Senior Center
125 Dorsey Rd, Glen Burnie
Thursdays, Dec 5, 12, 19; 6:30-8:30 pm
Sponsored by: Somerford Place Annapolis

Pasadena Senior Center
Nov 4, 18, 25; 1:00-3:00 pm

To register for this workshop call: 410-222-4464 ext. 3043 or Register on-line at: http://www.aacounty.org/Aging
The Department of Aging & Disabilities is grateful to our sponsors. However, the Department does not endorse any particular vendor or business.
Anne Arundel County reserves the right to approve and/or refuse potential sponsors.
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Your Thoughts

LETTERS

to the editor
HELP YOUR DOCTOR

I really love this magazine! The
articles are informative and interesting. I especially found the article “Help
Your Doctor Help You” very helpful. My
bi-yearly physical exam was due and I used
the guidelines to write out my questions
and gather the other important information that was needed. I felt that my appointment was successful and my doctor
and I covered all of the important items.
CN, Easton

DEAR VICKI

Thank you Vicki for your take on the
“sunny outlook” that seems to be the pervasive theme of your magazine. We could
all so easily crawl into a dark hole and
spend our time whining and feeling sorry
for ourselves, while moaning about our
past and how unfair life is, instead we’re
almost forced to view the sunnier side of
our lives. Although I’ve had a good dose
of adversity, my opinion is that life is great.
Let’s start with I got up this morning!
Keep up the good work. Your column
is always the first that I turn to when I pick
up a copy of your magazine.
S. James
By email

FREE TIME

Enjoyed the article on free time as
I’m now there and now have the time to
give back! Your magazine should feature
more of this.
D. Nelson, Glen Burnie
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Subscription Form
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Zip Code:
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WHAT’S NEW FOR

Christmas in St. Michaels 2013?

By Karen Burger

C

hristmas in St. Michaels, an annual
charity fundraising event, will take
place this year Dec. 13-15 in and around
St. Michaels. Celebrating its 27th year, this
all-volunteer event will have several new
offerings along with the festive, familyoriented activities that are its hallmark.
On Saturday morning, Dec. 14, St.
Luke’s United Methodist Church will
offer a holiday breakfast from 7:30 to
11:30 a.m. The fare will include eggs to
order, toast, bacon, sausage or ham, home
fries, pancakes, French toast, chipped
beef, steel-cut oatmeal, fresh fruit, fruit
smoothies, orange juice, coffee and hot
chocolate, all at reasonable prices.
Santa’s Wonderland for children
ages 3 to 11, will be held on Saturday from
11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at St. Michaels
School campus. It will again feature Harold
Baines, former Major League Baseball star
and St. Michaels native. Mr. Baines, who
started his career with the Chicago White
Sox in 1977 and played for the Baltimore
Orioles several times between 1993 and
2000, will sign baseball cards, baseballs
and photos and will pose for photos
with his young fans.
A very special musical performance will be offered on Saturday
night. The Tidewater Singers, a group
of professional and amateur singers,
will present a 7:30 p.m. concert, “An
A Cappella Christmas 2013” at Christ
Church. The selections will include
traditional holiday favorites as well as
lovely lesser-known works. Tickets are
$15 at the door or $12 in advance on
the Web at www.tidewatersingers.org
The Tour of Homes, perhaps
the longest-running home tour on
the Eastern Shore, will feature five
lovely historic homes in the town
of St. Michaels and two gorgeous
waterfront estates outside of town. Bus
transportation will be available for the
out-of-town homes.
The 2013 collectors ornament
will be available for sale at many St.
Michaels shops and at the Christmas

in
St.
M i c h ae l s
Marketplace
boutique on St.
Mary’s Square.
This year’s ornament
uses an antique lantern
swinging from a branch to mark
the 200th anniversary of the Battle of St. Michaels. It represents the popular legend
depicting St. Michaels as “the town that fooled the British.” It is said that on Aug. 10,
1813, townspeople hung lanterns high in the trees above the town, causing the British
invaders to overshoot their target.
The marketplace boutique will offer a once-a-year opportunity to buy hand-crafted
holiday items and gifts for the home, garden, children and pets. Many of the items are
one-of-a kind and some are gift-wrapped and ready to be placed under the tree. Marketplace also offers homemade food items. Many kinds of jams and jellies, spiced peaches,
dilly beans, pickles, pesto and salsas as well as fudge sauce, home-harvested honey and
frozen hors-d’oeuvres will be offered for sale.
If you are familiar with Christmas in St. Michaels, you will be glad to know that
all of the other favorite events and activities will be back: the Holiday Gala on Friday
night (advance tickets required), the Gingerbread House Display, Breakfast with Santa
(advance reservations required), the Talbot Street Parade, the Old-Fashioned Eastern
Shore Christmas Dinner, the Jackson Jubilee Singers, and the Celebration of Choirs.
Many events are free, and there is something to please every member of the family.
Christmas in St. Michaels was founded in 1987. Its purpose is to provide funding
to local nonprofit groups that serve the community. It has raised more than $1 million
in its 27 year history. For more information including lodging and ticketing, go to www.
ChristmasinStMichaels.org or call 410.745.0745.

Let us welcome you to the

Hammond-Harwood House
A National Historic Landmark

Decorated for the holidays
with beautiful arrangements by local garden clubs.

Open for Guided Tours
Tuesday - Sunday
Noon to 5pm

19 Maryland Avenue | Annapolis, MD 21401
410-263-4683
www.hammondharwoodhouse.org

Are you planning on taking all that stuff with you? Why not start giving it away?
Holiday 2013
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Hidden Disabilities
By Terry Portis

As we get older, almost everyone
will develop a disability. Some of these
disabilities are obvious for everyone to see.
Some are not so obvious and are known as
hidden disabilities. The most common one
is progressive hearing loss. Others include
neurological problems and chronic fatigue.
In the Sept. 21, 2013, edition of
The New York Times, Katherine Bouton
wrote an excellent article on the quandary
of hidden disabilities. In the article she
addressed a lot about workplace issues, and
whether or not a person should reveal a
hidden disability. It is an excellent article,
and I recommend it.
While the Bouton article focuses
on the workplace, or potential workplace,
what about issues of hidden disabilities
with family and friends? Here are three
things that happen in relationships where
a hidden disability is a factor.

I’m used to it, and don’t think
about it anymore.
Often people who are facing the
challenge of a disability think about it
frequently. They have to. They have to
think about ordinary tasks differently,
like going to the grocery store, or sitting
in a concert. To their family and friends,
it is just Sue or Tim. They are used to the
disability and might even forget about it.
The psychological term is “habituation.”
As family members and friends, we
might want to remind ourselves from time
to time the challenge that the person faces
on a daily basis. For example, it might have
taken all the courage they could muster
just to go to work today.

8

AND

Relationships

For the person with this disability,
don’t let forgetfulness hurt your feelings!
How could they forget? Well, you want
them to forget. You want people to see you
for you, not you, the disability.

Good days, bad days -- how
bad is it?
With many disabilities, the person
will have good days and bad days (like
all of us). Numerous factors such as the
weather, fatigue, stress or even diet can
have a significant impact. If those issues
are managed or under control, then the
person’s disability might not manifest
itself as prominently. Change one of those
factors and the person might struggle with
tasks today that they seemed to handle
quite well yesterday. A personal example
would be that recently my wife, who lives
with a balance disorder, could walk across
the room without any difficulty. A major
weather system is now coming into our
area which means that yesterday I had to
grab her elbow to correct her balance a
number of times just to talk to her.
For the friends and family members,
don’t let this uneven performance cause
you to doubt that the person is struggling
as much as they really are. They aren’t
“faking” on the bad days, even though to
the casual observer it may appear that way.
For the person with the disability,
celebrate the good days and don’t let the
bad days cause too much frustration.
Realize that the people around you
don’t intuitively know whether you are
having a good day, a bad day or

something in between. People also do not
fully understand as you do what having a
good day or bad day means. They work and
live with you; you live with the disability.

You’re healed!
With advances in prescription
medicines and medical technologies,
people often find some relief or remediation for their disabilities. New hearing
technology? Well, glad you can hear now.
New medicine for your seizure disorder?
Glad that’s over. The truth is, it often is not
quite that miraculous.
For friends, family members and the
person with the disability, realize that new
medicines and technologies will probably
not take away all the challenges created by
the hidden disability. In many ways, they
are miraculous, and we should be thankful
for the day and time in which we live. On
the other hand, let’s not let unrealistic
expectations dampen our enthusiasm for
the better life that people with disabilities
can lead.
Hidden disabilities create challenges
in a person’s life, and in their relationships.
Relationships are always “messy,” and
often unpredictable. Taking a few minutes
to remind ourselves of each other’s perspectives strengthens those relationships.
In turn, our lives are enriched and we find
deeper meaning in everyday life and work.
Dr. Terry Portis holds a doctorate in education
and is the director of the Center on Aging at Anne
Arundel Community College, a department that
annually serves more than 4,000 people over the
age of 50. He can be reached at tdportis@aacc.edu
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5. If he enjoys time in the kitchen, how about a garlic press, food
processor, vegetable chopper or other kitchen toy to assist in his
culinary pursuits available at www.WilliamsSonoma.com

6. Food basket filled with his secret passion such as peanut butter,
wines, cheeses, gourmet coffee, etc.

By S. Claus

Men seem to think that it’s hard to buy for the ladies. I beg
to differ. The shoes may be on the other feet. Year after year most
women I know have been stumped in the search for something
different and wonderful for their most significant other. It seems
they have everything they need and if not, they go out and buy
it. It’s a dilemma, but with the help of other perplexed women,
we’ve come up with a short list of items we think he didn’t know
he wanted, that he’d enjoy and that he wouldn’t typically buy for
himself.
1. A lap desk which extends over the arms of his favorite chair to
hold his laptop, iPad or book www.Levengers.com

2. Subscription to a magazine featuring his favorite pastime:
sailing, fishing, travel, etc. Log onto www.Magazines.com for
lots of ideas.

3. Key finder or other lost-item-locater (including the family
dog). Yes there is such a thing at www.Squidoo.com
4. Coffee table book featuring a favorite subject such as an his-

torical event, favorite sport or hobby. Try www.Amazon.com for
more ideas.

7. Scholarship to a workshop or camp for adults: sports, academics,
music or boat building. Log onto www.ShawGuides.com for a
comprehensive list of more than 6,000 possibilities offered year
round.
8.

A different food treat delivered to his door each month
featuring coffee, cheese or a unique gourmet mix. Check out
www.DeanandDeluca.com or for something sweet, try www.
DavidsCookies.com

9. TV headphones so only he gets to listen to his favorite game at
www.brookstone.com

10. Nook or book light for bedtime reading
BarnesandNoble.com

you can find at www.

11.

Recharging station for phone, iPad and computer or other
useful electronic wizardry featured at www.BetterLiving
ThroughDesign.com

12. Indoor-outdoor thermometer or weather station found at
www.LacrosseTechnology.com/ws.php
And last, although not terribly imaginative, there are gift
certificates that can be purchased online for shops such as Brooks
Brothers, Home Depot, West Marine, or theaters, restaurants or
games featuring his favorite sports team.

“The Senior Friendly Attorney”

Candace H. Beckett
Attorney and Counselor of Law

410-370-0673 (Direct)
410-972-4540 (Office)
1997 Annapolis Exchange Parkway,
Suite 300, Annapolis, MD 21401
www.chesapeake-elder-law.com
cbeckett@aol.com
Holiday 2013

Elder Law
Planning for Long Term Care
Nursing Home and
Assisted Living Contracts
Medicaid for Long Term Care
Financial Powers of Attorney
Advance Medical Directives
In Home Care Agreements
Adult Child Caregiver Agreements
Wills and Trusts
Administrations of Estates/Probate
Reasonable Fees • Available 7 Days/Evenings
Home/Hospital Visits • Convenient Location
Across From Annapolis Mall on Jennifer Rd.
Excellent Parking
OutLook
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By Pat Jurgens

Cruising is big today. An
estimated 21 million travelers will
spend thousands this year for a luxury
cruise vacation. From the little “Love Boat” of the ‘70s
to the huge ships that now accommodate 4,000 passengers, this
industry like everything else in our world, has burgeoned and
become more accessible for the average traveler.
The choices are mind-boggling. There are dozens of cruise
lines that traverse the globe. And there is always “a deal” waiting
to be had. Cruise ships come in a variety of sizes. The smaller
ships come with a higher price tag, for which they offer fewer
travelers and more personalized programs. The 2013 Conde Nast
Traveler Cruise Poll listed the most popular as follows:
• Large ships: Celebrity Cruises, Princess, Royal Caribbean
and Disney.
• Medium ships: Crystal Cruises, Regent Seven Seas,
Azamara Club and Oceania.
• Small ships: Seabourn, National Geographic, Silversea and
Windstar.
Favorite destinations are the Caribbean, Mediterranean,
Central and South America, Europe, Asia and the South Pacific.
So, to cruise or not to cruise, that is the question. The
advantages are numerous. The luxury of having a nice room where
you can unpack once and be chauffeured to see great sights of the
world is a big draw. The food is excellent, with an emphasis on
regional cuisine, and in varieties that take your breath (and your
figure) away. Service is usually outstanding with room stewards
refreshing your room several times a day and waiters shaking
out your linen napkin with a flourish. In the evening
there’s stage entertainment with singing and dancing
extravaganzas, as well as comedians and game
hosts in the bars during the late hours. Oh yes,
there’s dancing for those so inclined after a day of
sightseeing. Outdoor pools attract sun lovers if
not swimmers, with movies projected on
huge screens on the open deck.
River cruises have come into their
own in recent years and give a traveler
easy access to the interiors of countries
via rivers such as the Rhine, Rhone, Danube and Douro in Europe, and the Yangtze
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and Mekong in Asia. These long,
low ships average 50-200 passengers, in contrast to the larger seagoing vessels, and each small cabin has an outside window with
river views.
With the holidays approaching, there are budget-wise river
cruises to the Christmas markets in Europe. Beginning on Advent
Sunday through Christmas Eve, Christmas markets are open
throughout Europe, from Oslo to Barcelona. These traditional
holiday markets started in Germany and Austria and boast a feast
of delicious foods, decorations and gifts in cities and small towns.
Viking, Grand Circle, Uniworld and Avalon are some cruise lines
that will transport you along the waterways to enjoy the festivities.
A cruise is a fine choice for the older traveler who no longer
wants to deal with the logistics of where to stay, where to eat, how
to get there, etc. It’s a leisurely way to travel and can accommodate those with limited motor abilities, as well as the more agile.
You can do as much or as little as you want. At each port, shore
excursions are offered with local tour guides, enabling passengers
to see the sights in a matter of hours. On a recent cruise to the
Greek Islands, my husband and I took tours some days and spent
others on land, simply wandering the streets and stopping at cafés
to gaze at the sapphire-blue Aegean Sea.
The downside of cruising? The crowds of people can be
overwhelming, not so much on board as in port. When we were
in Venice, there were 12 cruise ships in the harbor the same
weekend. That meant 25,000 visitors from cruise ships alone. The
lines at St. Mark’s Basilica and the Doge’s Palace were hours long.
So we opted for a gondola ride along the quiet, ancient canals
with a dashing gondolier at the helm.
Another disadvantage is that you “see” the sights, but
you don’t have enough time or access to “be” in the culture in
a significant way. You get only a surface exposure to each new
place, a “been there, done that,” kind of experience. There is little
opportunity in the course of a day in port to get to know the
locals.
But that aside, cruising is great fun. There’s shimmering
water under sunny skies, visiting new places and gathering a
collage of first impressions, photos and souvenirs. Best of all, you
can throw responsibilities and daily concerns to the wind and just
enjoy.
photo by Mary Salome
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CHESAPEAKE LIFE CENTER
O F F E R S Hope Full Holidays S E M I N A R S
By Leslie Hunt

If you are grieving the loss of a loved one, the holiday
season can be particularly stressful. Find support and learn
coping strategies from counselors at Hope Full Holidays
seminars offered by Chesapeake Life Center, a service of
Hospice of the Chesapeake.
Hope Full Holidays seminars are for adults ages 18 and
over, offering compassionate support for individuals who
are grieving during the holidays. Chesapeake Life Center
counselors will address self-care, coping strategies and how to
honor the grief process at two upcoming seminars.
Our team of hospice bereavement counselors will
present the Hope Full Holidays seminars at 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Saturday, Nov. 23, at the Chesapeake Life Center’s Prince
George’s County location at 9500 Arena Drive, Suite 250 in
Largo. The next is from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Saturday, Dec.
7, at the Chesapeake Life Center’s Anne Arundel County
location at 90 Ritchie Highway in Pasadena.

The Life Center, which is a program of Hospice of the
Chesapeake, serves hospice family members and provides
the community with bereavement services. The center has
support groups, counseling and workshops
aimed at enhancing the quality of life for loved
ones coping with loss.
The seminar fee is $10 per person,
with preregistration requested to help
ensure that the proper amount
of materials, snacks and
handouts are available. For
more information or to register,
call Chesapeake Life Center at
888.501.7077 or visit www.
chesapeakelifecenter.org

* Lots of invitations & cards
* Stationery and thank you notes * Unique gifts * Wrap * Ribbon and much more!

mention this ad and
receive 15% off any one item!
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Aging in Place:

The Concept of “Universal Design”
By Steven R. Fleming

“You are going to have to take me
out of my home feet first!” That was the
comment I heard recently from a family
member. I understand those feelings. Many
of us are comfortable where we live. The
thought of having to leave is not attractive
either personally or financially. But unless
you think ahead about the realities of
aging, you may find yourself trapped in a
living space which has become increasingly unsafe.
With the slow recovery of the
housing market and the high cost of new
housing, many people are choosing to
remain in their current homes and remodel
or update rather than move. If you would
like to stay where you are, explore what
has been called “universal design” as it
relates to housing. Even simple changes
or modifications to your home can have a
significant payback.
The key concept behind universal
design is that housing should be accessible
to anyone of any height, size or need.
Universal design is not just for those
growing older. It is for everyone. If these
design elements are available in your
residence, life will be easier regardless of
your physical capabilities.
Here are some of the more important aspects of this approach:
There should be at least one entrance into your home that does not
involve a step. This can be through
the front, back or even garage door.
Those using a wheelchair, walker or
cane will find access easy and safe. Sometimes, just a well-made ramp is all that is
needed to retrofit your current home. In an
apartment or condominium, there should
be no-step access to and from an elevator
to your floor and residence.

room to maneuver a wheelchair or use
a walker or cane into, around and out of
these rooms. A living or entertainment
area on the same level can make life more
enjoyable and convenient.

lever-style that push down or up, not turn.
Light, fan and other control switches using
the newer, larger rocker type that require
just a light touch to activate are best
regardless of your ability.

Too many homes and apartments
do not have doorways and hallways
wide enough, or provide needed
clearance to make turns and corners
in a wheelchair. Doorways should
all be at least 36 inches wide and open
into 42-inch wide hallways free of steps or
barriers. These dimensions not only make
for easy daily movements, they allow large
pieces of furniture or appliances to be
moved throughout the home.

Adapting homes using the principles
of universal design can be done in some
ways, but not others. Interior hallways and
doorways cannot be modified, for example.
Having them “age in place” may not be
possible, at least not with the comfort
that could be available in a home using
universal design principles. But other
things can be done, and should be.
Look at these universal design
elements and evaluate your present home
against them. If you are considering a
move, check to be sure these are incorporated in your new home. After all, who
doesn’t want to make life as pleasant and
easy as possible – now and later on?

Where you place light switches and
other controls is very important.
Light and other control switches
should be no more than 42-48
inches above the floor. Electrical
outlets, often placed too low in many
homes, are much better located 18-24
inches up. Controls for heat and air conditioning should be 48 inches high. These
heights make it possible for even a person
in a wheelchair to easily reach them.

Steve can be contacted at mail@SRFLifeRetire
mentCoach.com or visit his website at www.
SRFLifeRetirementCoach.com

The final key element of universal
design is providing switches and
handles that are easy to use and
operate. Door
handles and
faucets should be

Key living areas located all on
one floor. Universal design is
being able to access at least
one full bathroom, a kitchen
and bedroom on the main
floor. There should be plenty of
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Holiday Receipts from

Maryland's Way Cookbook

By Allison Titman

The holidays are a time for timeless
traditions and old favorites, for mouthwatering aromas drifting through kitchen
doors, tables laden with delectable
feasts and friends and family members
gathering to toast to continued health and
happiness. This year, a new edition of the
Maryland’s Way Cookbook will help local
cooks to roast, boil and bake time-tested
recipes sure to please all of their holiday
guests. Maryland’s Way was compiled by
two trustees of the Hammond-Harwood
House 50 years ago as a fundraiser for
the museum; they asked their friends and
neighbors to submit their recipes and
those of their mothers and grandmothers.
The resulting book is a compendium of
Maryland history and photography as well
as culinary instruction.
During the holiday season, the Hammond-Harwood House has a tradition of
welcoming its guests with cups of wassail
and platters of cookies. The recipes used
for the occasion were, of course, included
in the original cookbook and reproduced
below so that you may extend the same
courtesy to those who visit your home.
Recipes from Maryland’s Way

Wassail

Pecan Crescents

1 cup ground pecans, 1 cup real butter (no substitute), 3/4 cup sugar, 2 1/2 cups sifted
flour, 1 1/2 teaspoons vanilla, confectioner’s sugar.
Combine the ground nuts, softened butter and sugar. Mix well. Stir in flour, then vanilla.
Knead into a smooth dough. Break off small pieces (about a teaspoonful) and shape into
crescents by rolling a piece an inch and a half long and turning the ends. Place on ungreased cookie sheet and bake in a moderate oven (350 degrees) until slightly browned
(about 15 minutes). Have some vanilla sugar handy in which to roll the crescents while
still warm. After they have cooled, roll again in the sugar. This is confectioners’ sugar that
has been tightly closed in a jar with a vanilla bean for several days or longer.
Miss Fanny’s Receipt Book
West River
Anne Arundel

Brown Sugar Cookies

1 cup butter, 2 cups dark brown sugar, 2 eggs, 3 cups flour, 1 teaspoon baking powder,
1/4 teaspoon baking soda, 1 well-rounded tablespoon cinnamon, grated rind of 1 orange.
Cream butter and sugar. When well creamed, add eggs, beaten light. Sift dry ingredients
together, and stir into creamed mixture with grated orange rind. When well mixed, shape
into roll and place in icebox for several hours. Cut off small amount at a time, roll out
thin and cut with cookie cutter. Flour if necessary, but use as little as possible. Sprinkle
with cinnamon sugar before baking. Bake in oven at 250 degrees, or faster if desired, but
watch out so they do not burn.
Mrs. Carroll Alden
Taney Avenue
Annapolis

1 gallon apple cider, 48 whole cloves, 4
teaspoons whole allspice, 12 pieces stick
cinnamon, 2 cups sugar, or to taste, 1 cup
orange juice, 6 tablespoons lemon juice.

To purchase Maryland’s Way,
visit the Hammond-Harwood
House at 19 Maryland Avenue in
Annapolis, or call 410-263-4683,
ext. 10.

Combine ingredients and bring to a slow
boil. Simmer 10 minutes. Strain and serve
hot. Four cups apple brandy may be added
after boiling, if desired.
Served on Christmas Greens Day at the
Hammond-Harwood House in Annapolis

photo by LearningLark

Done is better than perfect.
Holiday 2013
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By Leah Lancione

Celebration, entertainment and togetherness. These are all words that conjure up
visions of the holidays. But togetherness is what
the holidays are all about. It is a time of blessings,
sharing each other’s company, catching up on extended family
news, enjoying a homemade meal and showing younger ones the
value of family time.
Yes, the holidays can be stressful when you think of all the
time and energy that goes into shopping for special grocery items
to gifts for loved ones and then the meal preparation and cleanup.
Oh, and let’s not forget about all the cleaning involved before
visitors arrive and subsequent holiday decorating. This festive
holiday decorating can be both thrilling and exhausting. There
is a reason why stores start stocking shelves with Thanksgiving,
Christmas and Hanukkah ornaments in October.
It’s easy to get caught up in all the hustle and bustle so
much that you forget to slow down and meditate on the truly
special aspects of the holidays. For some, the holidays are times
of reflection. For others, seeing grown children, grandchildren
and extended family members fills their heart with joy. There
are many entertaining experts who provide advice for creating
holiday get-togethers that will fuse all the components you
find most important. Whether it’s a traditional family dinner, a
swanky soiree or an elaborate buffet, there are valuable pointers
for everyone. These tips not only include the nitty-gritty details
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of cooking, decorating and party-throwing, but
also how to make family gatherings as stress-free
and enjoyable as possible.
The first step is reserving a party date early. Since
schedules get filled up early, it’s good to give family members an
invite way in advance. Self.com also says honing in on a theme
helps set the tone and get everyone excited about attending.
Teenagers may be more excited about coming to a holiday family
dinner if they know a Christmas special and movie marathon is
planned for afterward. And little ones can have a blast decorating
gingerbread houses with candy while dad, grandpa and all the
other football fanatics huddle around the tube. Letting everyone
know of prearranged plans and themes for the event will generate
anticipation and get the holiday buzz going.
Once the invitations are out, and everyone is aware of the
theme, it’s time to get your list ready. Real Simple recommends
formulating a party-planning list at least three weeks prior to
the event including planning the menu, “assembling the recipes
choosing only those that can be prepared in advance, perhaps
even frozen, with just warming and assembling required on party
day) and even noting how far in advance each item can be made.
And remember, at this time of year, many people get lonely
and crave human interaction. Psychology Today explains that “for
many, the holidays are a joyous time marked by a whirlwind
of holiday parties, shopping, family and travel. For others, the
Holiday 2013

opposite is true; isolation, frustration and loneliness predominate
the season.”
The next thing on the agenda is determining what items to
purchase in advance and keep frozen or store, as well as anything
that needs to come out of storage like holiday china, tablecloths
or decorations. The writer of the blog “Simple Mom” has a useful
article about handling family stress during the holidays posted
that explains that, depending on culture and upbringing, some
households relegate all the cleanup duties to women. If this is
not the case, and you want others to help with the cleanup after
the get-together, sort out those logistics in advance to avoid any
undue stress, awkwardness or confrontation.
Another good idea is getting little ones who may still think
it’s cool to get a task involved in the holiday spirit of togetherness
by giving them official duties like table setting or coat checking
and hanging.
No matter how much you plan, remember nobody expects
perfection. The holidays are about spending time together, not
just going through the motions of holiday traditions or having the
best-decorated home. Take heed of Dr. Phil’s advice: “If a meal
is stressful, try making changes.” For example, maybe you need
to invite fewer people, serve it buffet style or have the celebration in a hotel or restaurant. Change some of your past traditions.
Throw a potluck-style shindig with everybody sharing a new dish
or spend the afternoon volunteering as a family at a local soup
kitchen. Then, pick up take-away from your favorite restaurant
on the way home. Or, another idea: If at least three other family
members live close by, try throwing a progressive holiday dinner.

Vertias et Scientia

No matter what you decide to do or what the menu will
be, keep in mind that the holidays are about togetherness. Let
the Jackson Five song “I’ll be There” serve as your mantra and let
the lyrics ring in your head during party preparation: “Togetherness, well that’s all I’m after. Whenever you need me, I’ll be there.” If
you create a get-together that is warm and inviting and inspires a
sense of family support, it will be a success.

"Celebration, entertainment
			
and togetherness."

Bay Bytes
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Maryland
Eye Associates
“Trust Your Eyes To The Most Experienced
Cataract Surgeons In Southern Maryland”
A GROUP PRACTICE OF BOARD CERTIFIED
OPHTHALMOLOGISTS WITH OVER

•90 YEARS•

OF COMBINED EXPERIENCE

DRS. DODD, MILLER, YOON, WANNER,
BENDERSON AND BURGE

www.marylandeyeassociates.com
866-702-2020
ANNAPOLIS
2629 Riva Rd, Suite #102
Annapolis, MD 21401
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COMPREHENSIVE
VISION SERVICES
•••

Cataract Consultation & Surgery
Glaucoma Treatment
Medical Eye Care • Oculoplastics
Botox • LASIK

PRINCE FREDERICK
800 Prince Frederick Blvd
Prince Frederick, MD 20678

UPPER MARLBORO
14460 Old Mill Rd, Suite #101
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
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SOMBRE NOVEMBER
GOOD WILL DECEMBER

By Ellen Moyer

Goblins, ghouls and
the quirkiness of Halloween are
over. Trees once dressed in circus
colors are now quiet sentinels against
a gray sky. T. S. Eliott described it as
"Sombre November" and to Sir Walter Scott,
it was "chill and drear." The month of November
has arrived.
is All
November is somber with good reason.
Souls Day, the day of the dead, dedicated in 998 by Odilo, the
Abbot of Cluny to "all the dead who have existed from the
beginning of the world to the end of time." In Mexico and with
the Catholic Church the whole month is dedicated to prayers for
the dead. This year our nation will have a day of remembrance for
President John F. Kennedy who was assassinated 50 years ago on,
as it happened,
.
November is also the month of the Marine Corps birthday
(1775), Veterans Day, The Great American Smoke Out, Black
Friday and Buy Nothing Day, but most of us think of November
as our most family-oriented tradition: Thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving is also a holiday born of controversy. During
England's Protestant Reformation, Puritans were eager to rid
themselves of anything Catholic and that included holidays such
as Christmas and Easter. Days of fasting and days of thanksgiving to honor the bounteous Fall harvest took the place of church
festivities. This tradition followed the Puritans to Massachusetts
and a Thanksgiving celebration in 1621.
George Washington proclaimed the first nationwide
Thanksgiving celebration on
, "as a day of public
Thanksgiving and prayer ... by acknowledging with grateful hearts
the many ... favors of Almighty God."
But it is one of America’s first woman novelists, author
of "Mary Had a Little Lamb" and editor of Godies Lady Book
that established American fashion, Sarah Josepha Hale, who is
credited with establishing Thanksgiving as a national holiday. For
decades she lobbied presidents to no avail until Abraham Lincoln
heard her plea. Eager to foster a sense of unity between the North
and the South in 1863, President Lincoln proclaimed Thanksgiving to be a national holiday on the last Thursday of November.
In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt would change the
date to the fourth Thursday in November. There it has remained,
becoming America’s busiest travel day and a long weekend when

Nov. 2

Nov. 22

Nov. 26, 1789
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families reunite over good food, the trimmings of a
bountiful harvest, football games or hunting in the fields
for Canadian geese.
December arrives to lighten the days of November’s somberness. The shortest daylight hours of the year are brightened with
festivities of giving and days of good will. Red poinsettias, trees
festooned with glittering lights, neighbors and friends united in a
spirit of jollity all come to mind. In December our spirits are high
and outgoing. For Christians,
is a birthday celebration,
"for unto us a child is born ... hallelujah."
There are, however, two events of the holiday season that
shaped this nation that deserve an hallelujah chorus too. On
Christmas Eve in 1814 America’s top leaders signed the Treaty
of Ghent ending the War of 1812 with Britain. War fever was
still high in England, which was looking for retribution against
the upstart nation and hoping to divide the states and control
the Mississippi River. Henry Clay, John Quincy Adams and
Albert Gallatin would not yield to Britain’s demands. The treaty
restored the boundaries and returned prisoners, and despite its
status quo outcome, the war that forged a nation came to an end
on Christmas Eve. We have been at peace with Britain ever since.
Just 31 years earlier on
, Gen. George Washington entered Maryland’s State House in Annapolis and in the
Senate Chamber resigned his commission as general of the Continental Army. A general did this only one other time in history.
More than 2000 years ago Cincinattis returned to his farm after
leading the Roman army to victory. Implored by citizens of a new
nation to be king, George Washington dedicated to republicanism, refused the crown and set this new nation on the road to civil
government.
The future president promised his wife he would be home
for Christmas. For the first time in 10 years in 1783, Washington would be at his beloved Mount Vernon with Martha and his
nieces and nephews on Christmas Day, enjoying a holiday feast
and exchanging treasured gifts in the spirit of good will.
December, the last month of the year, takes its leave on a
high note of good will, propelling us all to a new year and new
beginnings.

Dec. 25

Dec. 23, 1783

Ellen is a former mayor of Annapolis and a citizen curious about the history
of ideas and events that shape our lives. She can be reached at 443.370.1785
or ellenmoyer@yahoo.com
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END-OF-YEAR

Financial Checklist
By Russ Cesari

As the year winds down and most of the annual financial
uncertainties are generally behind us, now is an excellent time
for a broad overview of ways you may improve your finances by
positioning yourself for taxes, retirement plans and even gifting
strategies.

Taxes

One of the best strategies is “tax harvesting,” which is a
method of offsetting gains against losses from underperforming
assets held within regular/nonretirement accounts. To be as
comprehensive as possible, it is important to account for any
carry-forward losses that could not be fully utilized from previous
years (losses exceeding $3,000 in 2012 and 2013). You also may
even have an investment that you like over the long term that
currently has a loss. You can sell it and buy it back after 30 days
in order to claim the loss on your 2013 taxes within the IRS loss
limits. The tax harvesting process normally occurs in conjunction
with a larger financial strategy, but the long-term efficiencies of
annual tax harvesting should not be overlooked.

IRA/401Ks/Retirement

As the year winds down and we enter our employers’ open
season, it is important to review any tax-deferred investment
vehicles, such as IRAs and employee-sponsored 401(k) plans.
The current contribution limits are $5,500 per year for a traditional IRA, plus an additional $1,000 if you are 50 years of age or
older, although some income restrictions apply. As for a 401(k),
currently an employee using an employer-sponsored 401(k)
plan is allowed to make $17,500 per year of deferrals, plus an
additional $5,500 if 50 or older. These contributions not only
increase retirement savings and potential long-term growth, but
they are designed to defer taxes to a time of lower marginal tax
brackets, while in semi- or full retirement, thereby stretching your
retirement dollars.
Another facet to consider: Anyone who has turned 70.5
years this year and owns an IRA or dormant 401(k) will have
to take their first required minimum distribution (RMD) either
by the end of 2013 or by April 1, 2014. Generally, it is more
appropriate to take the initial RMD in the first year, because
otherwise an investor will be forced to take two RMDs in 2014,
potentially driving up tax liabilities. The common exception is

when someone is retiring in the same year in which he or she
turns 70.5 years old. Income may be lower in the second year
despite taking two RMDs. Not taking an RMD in either year
involves a steep IRS penalty.
Finally, if you are newly self-employed, it is a great time
to establish a retirement plan in the form of a SIMPLE IRA,
which allows for $12,000 in salary reduction deferrals, plus an
additional $2,500 if you're age 50 or more and either a 2 percent
fixed contribution or a 3 percent matching contribution. Another
option is a Simplified Employee Pension (SEP) that can allow
for contributions as much as 25 percent of your net earnings from
self-employment (not including contributions for yourself ), up to
$51,000 for 2013.

Gifts as (of) Investments

The end of the year is often a season of reflection and
goodwill. And as for gifts, one can embody the spirit of giving
through a gift of investments. It can be immensely gratifying
to help a young adult, a child or grandchild start an investment
account. When considering this option, there are many assets and
vehicles from which to choose. Some investments are tailored
for a specific risk tolerance or timeline or provide a new investor
insight on how financial markets work by being a shareholder in
a publicly-traded company.
Whichever investment vehicle is chosen, a gifted investment account can be either a regular/nonretirement account with
any range of goals. Some of the most common goals are to act as
a liquid pool of assets for a down payment on a first home or as
capital reserve that may have greater growth potential. Another
route could be to gift a Roth IRA contribution (maximum
$5,500 in 2013), which is especially effective for younger people
with longer investment timelines who are generally in lower tax
brackets.
When considering use of an asset that is already owned as a
personal gift, it is generally better from a tax liability standpoint to
gift an asset near or below its original purchase value. Conversely,
when considering a charitable gift of investments, utilizing highly
appreciated investments will normally be more tax-efficient than
using a similarly valued nonappreciated investment. Regardless
how an investor decides to gift, it is prudent to do it in the context
of an overarching and comprehensive financial plan.

Russell Cesari, CFP®, ChFC®, CASL®, wealth advisor with Northwest Financial Advisors, can be reached at 410.972.4553 or 800.269.2156, ext. 124, or
by email at rcesari@nwfllc.com
The content of this article is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter. Please consult with a financial advisor and tax advisor regarding your particular circumstances and the suitability of these strategies before making any decisions. Questions regarding this article should be addressed to rcesari@nwfllc.com
Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Insurance products offered through LPL Financial or its licensed affiliates. Investment advice
offered through Northwest Financial Advisors, a registered investment advisor and separate entity from LPL Financial.

Not NCUA insured.
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To Hug or Not to Hug,

That is the Question!

By Leah Lancione

Hugging. Should you or shouldn’t you? The answer may be
subjective or depend on the following determinants: who, when,
where and why. Then, of course, how a hug is performed comes
into play as well. One dictionary defines hugging as “to clasp or
hold closely, especially in the arms, as in affection; embrace … ”
So clearly hugging is a universal act of physical intimacy. Though
song lyrics often represent a hug as a form of fondness, such an
act between two people can be problematic, if inappropriate.
So, who determines when to hug and when to hold back?
Can you hug your boss or co-worker? Surely it’s still acceptable to
hug a close friend or loved one in public, but are there situations
that call for discretion? The answer is yes. For example, parents
and grandparents have every right to hug their children, whether
it’s at the bus stop or in the doctor’s office. However, your teenage
grandson
or
granddaughter may find it
embarrassing
to be on the receiving
end of a hug in public.
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Similarly, co-workers may customarily exchange a hug upon
meeting for a lunch break, but abstain from doing so in the work
setting. Etiquette experts agree that physical contact should be
avoided in the workplace no matter how casual the environment
-- even on dress-down Fridays.
Pamela Eyring, president of The Protocol School of
Washington, which provides business etiquette training, admits
that you “usually don’t see in the code of conduct, ‘No hugging,’ so
it makes the lines very blurred.” But an “arms-off ” policy should
apply to co-workers, employees and their bosses and clients. Even
if your work relationship with a client has evolved into a good
rapport or even friendship, keep it professional with a handshake.
One business owner made headlines in 2012 when he
hugged an unlikely recipient: the president of the United States!
Scott Van Nuzer, a Florida pizza restaurant owner, actually bearhugged President Obama to the point of elevating him off the
ground. Following the news reports of the infamous “bear hug,”
there was a backlash from people who found the hug inappropriate and disrespectful. Some, on the other hand, found the hug
endearing, possibly showing the president’s ability to charm the
common folks. Consequently, the restaurant suffered plummeting
restaurant ratings online for a time thanks to an Internet war
between supporters and haters of the public squeezes.
Yes, a hug can be good-natured and provide comfort or
support to someone, be spontaneous and innocent. But it can also
be perceived or received wrong. Following the 2012 tragedy at
Sandy Hook Elementary School in which 20 young students and
six adult staffers were killed, St. Mary’s County schools decided to
ban hugging from adults to children, as well as some other potentially risky actions. “Parents who visit the 17 elementary schools
in St. Mary’s County are still allowed to hug their own children,
just not other kids.” This ban on hugging appears to be an effort
to avoid any improper or possibly precarious situations involving
adults and students.
The act of hugging is present in every culture. In some
countries, a hug is considered a proper greeting. In some
countries, however, hugging is reserved for private exchanges
among close friends or family members. According to the blog
“Pocket Cultures: the world in your pocket,” which examines
different social situations from the point of view of contributors from across the globe, people in Great Britain tend to shy
away from hugging as a greeting unless it’s with a close friend or
relative. In India, however, people of the same sex hug if they are
Holiday 2013

close friends or relatives, but grandparents must never be hugged.
“Grandparents are not to be hugged, you are supposed to touch
their feet and receive blessings,” the blog says.
Even more extreme, in Singapore, hugging without permission is against the law. Offenders are considered to be “outraging
modesty,” no matter if it’s between couples or friends.
Though there are certain times, places and contexts in which
hugging is objectionable, there is also much evidence for its psychological benefits. The website Positive Psychology News Daily
explains the emotional and psychological power of a hug. The site
says the neurotransmitter oxytocin, which acts as a hormone, is
“released in the body when we feel safe and connected and tells
the brain, “Everything is all right.” Because of that, Dr. Paul Zak,
an American economist who directs the Center for Neuroeconomics Studies at Claremont Graduate University, prescribes “at
least eight hugs per day to feel happier and more connected, as
well as to nurture relationships.”
Furthermore, etiquette guru Emily Post says greetings in
the form of hugs and handshakes are “social skills, and like every
skill it takes practice to get them right and to feel comfortable
using them.” She recommends teaching kids early on the value
of properly greetings and communicating with strangers, acquaintances, close friends and even extended family members. In
addition to greeting someone by their name, making eye contact
and smiling, Post recommends adding a hug for close friends and
relatives to make interchanges more authentic.

The website Lifescript actually provides tips for hugging
correctly. The site says there are some “basic, unwritten rules about
hugging” of which most people are aware and they include:
• Always respect another person’s space.
• Ask permission, unless you are already on intimate terms with
the person.
• Hug accordingly; there is a big difference between a friendly hug
between people who just met and a passionate embrace between
romantic partners.
• Never assume that it is OK to hug someone, even if you have
hugged the person before.
• Practice good hygiene. Body odor (too much perfume or
cologne) can be offensive to the person you are embracing.
All you huggers out there can observe “National Hugging
Day” on Jan. 21 to get your hugging groove on. You have
permission to go beyond the prescribed eight hugs per day!
However, since the “holiday” in 2014 will be on a Tuesday, practice
some discretion and reserve those tender embraces for family and
friends outside of the workplace.
Leah is a freelance writer, wife and mother who routinely gets more than the
recommended eight hugs a day! She can be reached at leahlancione@gmail.com
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Holiday Festivals
Fun for Everyone!

By Joanne R. Alloway

0

There are a number of attractions in the metropolitan area
you might not have thought of and that just might beat having
another dinner, visiting another mall or meeting for a round of
drinks. Here are some ideas to consider when gathering with
family and friends this year.
In the Annapolis area, we are fortunate to have the Eastport
Yacht Club’s Christmas Light Boat Parade. On Dec. 14, from 6
to 8 p.m., more than 70 boat owners will display their decorated
boats for all to enjoy. A great event with kids or grandkids, but
dress warmly. Best viewing is from the Annapolis waterfront or
Eastport Bridge. For a warmer view of outdoor holiday lights,
gather in one car, pay $14 (discount coupons available) and head
to Sandy Point Park for Lights on the Bay. Sixty animated
displays await you from 5 to 10 p.m. daily along two miles of
Chesapeake Bay’s shoreline. Proceeds benefit the Anne Arundel
Medical Center. The display opens in late November and stays
open until early January. Specific dates will be posted soon.
For some daytime holiday fun, head to the Family Plantation
Christmas at the Sotterley Plantation in Hollywood, Maryland,
on Dec. 14 at 10 a.m. There you’ll find an old-fashioned good
time, with roving performers, seasonal music, food, arts and crafts,
Santa and his secret shop, a petting zoo, and horse-drawn carriage
rides. Cost: $5 per person at the gate. Sotterley Plantation is a
national historic landmark in St. Mary’s County. www.sotterley
plantation.com/events-sotterley.htm
Meeting friends up west? Try the Maryland Christmas
Show at the Frederick Fairgrounds. The show is held for two
weekends; Nov. 22 to 24 and Nov. 29 to Dec. 1, from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m., on Sundays until 4 p.m. It’s their 30th season. The event
is held in seven buildings and big-top tents, offering pottery,
furniture, fine art, clothing, décor, toys and a food pavilion with
home-baked goods, wines and other gourmet items for sale.
Tickets: $7 adults, $4 kids. www.marylandchristmasshow.com
Chanukah on the Ellipse is an annual event celebrating the
Festival of Lights that begins the Jewish tradition, lighting the
Menorah. The eight days of Hanukkah begin on Nov. 27 and end
Dec. 5. The lighting of the huge Menorah on the National Ellipse
in Washington D.C. will take place before dusk, at 4 p.m. on Nov.
27 and each night thereafter. The U.S. Air Force Band will play
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traditional Hebrew songs, and there will be great family fun and
food. Tickets are free, but required for seating. Standing room
is always available. Call 202.332.5600 or visit dc.about.com/od/
holidaysseasonalevents/aNatHanukMenorah.htm
The Kennedy Krieger Institute’s 24th Annual Festival of
Trees is another treat not to be missed. It is held at the Cow
Palace, Maryland State Fairgrounds, Timonium. There are usually
600 beautifully decorated theme trees and wreaths to ogle over.
There is also entertainment, 100 craft boutiques, gingerbread
towns, a train garden, carousel, pony rides and food. It’s the largest
holiday festival on the East Coast, and proceeds benefit children
of the institute. It opens at 10 a.m. Tickets: $13 adults, $7 seniors,
kids 5-12, and 4 and under free. www.festivaloftrees.kenne
dykrieger.org
For something new, meet your friends or family at National
Harbor on the Potomac River in Prince George’s County. There
is a lot to do there anytime of the year – shopping, dining, night
clubs, special events and waterfront activities. The Gaylord Resort
and Convention Center also offers many things, especially
in Winter. The Gaylord presents an ICE show, a Winter
wonderland of interactive ice sculptures, sure to delight anyone.
www.nationalharbor.com For the holidays, for the second year,
the Gaylord National Convention Center is hosting the Harbor
Holiday Festival. It will be held Dec. 6 to 8, opening at 10 a.m.
The festival offers kid activities, merrymakers in costume, entertainment, gifts, crafts, holiday décor for Christmas or Hanukkah,
beers, wines, foods and other activities. About 200 boutiques will
be set up in a village-like setting. Tickets: adults (15 and older)
$8 in advance, $12 at the door. Kids 14 and under are free. www.
harborholidayfest.com
These wonderful activities are not only good spirited
fun, they are terrific ways to connect with others, accomplish
some unique gift buying or ways to relax and enjoy the holiday
ambience. Taking kids or grandchildren to festivals always makes
for a winning day.
Joanne, the author of two nonfiction books and a freelance writer, can be
reached at jrwrite@aol.com
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The Importance of an
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EYES

Eye Examination

to Detect other Health Conditions

By Michael J. Dodd, MD

Can an eye examination detect
general health disorders or disease? The
short answer is yes, and in many ways.
Here are some of the common health conditions that often can be detected during
an eye examination.
Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic
disorder which is very common in the
United States. At least three or four times
a year, I diagnose diabetes in a patient who
has no idea they have the condition. An
examination of the retina of the eyes, after
dilating drops, will show small hemorrhages or tiny white spots know as exudates.
These signs are most commonly seen in
diabetic patients. A blood study of the
blood glucose will confirm the diagnosis.
Another sign of diabetes is double
vision (diplopia), usually horizontally. This
is caused by poor circulation to the nerve
which innervates one of the horizontal
eye muscles. In adults the sudden onset of
diplopia is often caused by diabetes.
The inspection of the retina is one
of the most important parts of an eye
examination. It is the only place in the
human body where the blood vessels can
be inspected in their natural state. Patients
with hypertension (high blood pressure)
often exhibit signs in the retina. Typically
there is narrowing of the retinal blood
vessels, exudates, and rarely, swelling of the
optic nerve.
Evaluation of the side vision or visual
field is an important part of a complete eye
examination. Patients who have strokes
can lose a part of their side vision. Different patterns of side vision loss can help
locate the part of the brain affected by
the stroke. For example, a patient with a
stroke which damages the left side of the
brain will lose the right half of the visual
field in both eyes.
Evaluation of the pupils is also an
important sign of diseases. Normally the
pupils are equal in size and get smaller
when exposed to light. A poor reaction to
light can be a sign of a neurologic disorder.
For example, a patient with multiple sclerosis may have a weak response to light in
one pupil.
Holiday 2013

The slit lamp examination utilizes a
narrow slit beam of light to allow the doctor
to see an optical cross section of the eye tissues.
It also magnifies the view by two or three times.
Inspection of the cornea (the clear dome-like surface
of the eye) can sometimes reveal rare metabolic disorders.
Elevated calcium levels in the blood can result in calcium
deposits in the cornea and aid in diagnosing the condition.
There is a rare metabolic condition called cystinosis which is
characterized by many glistening deposits in the corneal tissue. Diabetic patients will
often develop a particular type of cataract which may be the first sign of diabetes and can
only be detected using a slit lamp.
All these examples reveal how important an eye examination can be, not only to
determine the eye health, but to detect other health conditions. If you are over 40, get an
eye exam every two years; if over 60, get checked yearly.
Dr. Dodd is a practicing ophthalmologist at Maryland Eye Associates located in Annapolis, Prince
Frederick and Upper Marlboro, as well as an instructor at the University of Maryland Department of
Ophthalmology. He can be reached at 410.224.4550 or mjdmd1@gmail.com
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Holidays:

THE

Managing Disharmony
By Dr. Jim David

Thanksgiving and Christmas are family get-together times
that are rewarding and fulfilling for many if not most people, but
these observances are also very challenging for some people. My
own memories are positive and wholesome, filled with savory
smells and tastes of favorite holiday foods and joyful, enriching
and mischievous conversations.
However, if there is someone you’ll encounter during the
holidays that you know from past experience will be very challenging for you, the wisest course is definitely Benjamin Franklin’s
admonition, An Ounce of Prevention is Worth a Pound
of Cure. In more contemporary language, we
say that it isn’t what happens to us in life,
it’s how we respond to it or manage it.
To navigate the choppy seas
of dealing with difficult, exasperating or toxic family members,
friends or acquaintances, I’ve
developed a five-part program
entitled “COSTS,” which is an
acronym for Centered, Observational, Separate, Think on
Your Feet and Social Support.
Let’s explore each component.
Centered: To deal with
difficult people you have to stay
connected to the absolute certainty of
your essential goodness, that you are OK
just as you are right now. The paths to this state
of being are many and varied, but a key element is to
stay with your breathing. You use your breath to connect your
thinking head with the feelings in your body so you feel more
whole and more centered. Staying centered and self-aware takes
daily practice. This process will enable you to be more self-validating and self-valuing as a counterbalance to being overly dependent
upon affirmation from others. You will reduce emotional reactions
to challenging people.
Observational: Once you become more and more Centered,
you will observe better, meaning you will observe with dispassion-

ate clarity what is happening inside of you and outside of you.
Inside, you observe the thoughts that come into your mind, the
feelings that come into your body, and what you are inclined to
say and do. Then evaluate them to determine whether they are
negative or positive. If they are negative you replace them with a
positive thought, feeling, word or action.
Outside, you stay observational by detaching yourself and
imagining you are in the audience observing the movie rather
than being on the screen. Also, practice observing without judging
by keeping your mind in neutral. You have to stay centered to stay observational and it helps to practice this with friendly people so you have
the skill when you need it.
Separate: Staying separate
depends upon staying Centered
and Observational. Separate
means retaining a clear sense
of separation between you and
the difficult or toxic person.
You say to yourself, “I am I and
you are you.” It involves staying outside of the other person’s
frame of reality. If you get sucked
or suckered into their frame of reality, you are finished. How do you
do that? You stay with your breathing.
You stay in touch with yourself by staying
with your breath. You follow your breath to stay
self-aware and connected to the feelings in your body
and the thoughts that come into your mind.
Think on Your Feet: This entails developing several, even
10 or so, different responses that enable you to diffuse, manage
and de-escalate a potentially explosive encounter. The basic
strategy is to stay Centered, Observational and Separate so you
can think on your feet by considering what is going on inside
of you, the other person and the context or situation. Then you
can decide which response makes sense. Some options are (1)
leave (2) silence (3) humor (4) assertiveness (5) active listening

In retirement it doesn’t matter who you were – who are you now?
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(6) aggressiveness (7) change the subject
(8) agreeableness (9) truthfulness and (10)
mirroring. It is imperative to practice all of
these skills with friendly people so you are
at ease when dealing with difficult people.
Mirroring means to make believe you
are a mirror. You take in what is said to you
and mirror or repeat it to the other person
without adding any of your own agenda.
It is wise and effective to mirror both the
feelings and the facts sent. For example,
the difficult person says, “You haven’t
called me in months!” Your mirroring
reply could be, “You’re disappointed that I
haven’t called you in a long time.” Doing
the mirroring gives you four advantages
(1) It will de-escalate the other person’s
emotions if delivered in a caring, supportive tone of voice, (2) It puts the ball back
in the other person’s court, (3) It keeps you
out of the other person’s emotional field so
you reduce your own emotional reactivity,
(4) It gives you time to think on your feet.
Social Support: This is the other
half of Centered. When we are centered
we are self-approving, self-validating
and self-loving. But that is only half of
our self-image. We also need positive
feedback from others. As social beings,
we need people who love and affirm us. It
is wise to have many sources or areas of
social support such as your neighborhood,
church or synagogue, work, hobbies, etc.
Dealing with difficult or toxic people is
very draining. We need friends and social
support to reenergize ourselves.
Dr. David is a practicing psychotherapist in Silver
Spring. Visit his website at www.askdrdavidnow.
com or email at james519@comcast.net
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To Give and Receive:

The Dreaded Christmas Letter
By P. Folsom

How many have you received? Tedious Christmas letters, that is. You read it wondering if anyone’s life is really
that perfect? Each year, we’re bombarded with cheery letters
describing junior’s endless accomplishments, the husband’s
promotions and raises, perfect trips that the family has taken,
the wonderful people they’ve met and even the outcome of
Aunt Betty’s hip operation.
All this grand news. Do you believe it? Not me. Give me
a dose of reality – I can take it. Here’s one I received that still
makes me laugh. It’s all true by the way and all the dreadful
events were reversed with good outcomes in the following
months.
This year we’re sending very few cards so know that you are on the
“A” list. It’s been an interesting year – Jim our middle daughter’s
husband of 2 years lost his job. The word came the week before
Thanksgiving. Our other son-in-law thought that was pretty
funny – 3 days later he lost his job. His wife, our number one
daughter, is having a baby in April. They told her 2 weeks ago that
she was losing her job. Downsizing and all. To add to the chaos,
our middle child lost her job earlier in the year. So with that, all of
our progeny are unemployed – yes, that includes number three, the
recent college graduate. You know how that goes!
This epistle continues with tales of husband’s mishaps,
lost dog, car wrecks, people being sued and various other misfortunes. We had a difficult time believing that all this could
happen in one family. The following Christmas, however, we
received a very cheery letter updating us with all the good
news, and that most of the problems had been resolved and
they had a more prosperous and fun-filled year.
Here’s another that was a real treat, conveying everything that the family had done over the year but lacked the
usual puffery:
I can’t believe another year has passed; these little kiddies have
grown so fast
The Fall in Maryland has been so mild, the Summer clothes still
in a laundry pile
We spent the year running from one athletic field to another
in my SUV. To my disbelief I have become a soccer mother.
I thought by now I’d be managing international mergers.
Instead I am asking the kids if they would like ketchup with their
burgers.
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I get to live with a Webelo and Wolf that’s secret Cub Scout lingo.
And I get to play lots of alphabet bingo.
Kate scored 8 goals in one soccer game, surely someday that will get
her in the hall of fame. Jack’s lacrosse team almost won it all, and
Alex sure can dribble that basketball.
I was the coach for soccer 4-year-olds, and Alex loves the military,
I’m told
My women’s soccer team is oh so cool, and Kate now goes to the
Falcon Nest preschool.
The boys’ hair is growing into their eyes, I have to leave shortly to
get Kate to kindercise.
Jack 8, Alex 7 and Kate just 4 loves soccer, dolls and slamming
the door.
A company selling mortgages takes Chris by day, then off to U of
M to earn some extra pay.
The five of us have had a good year, we like to play games and
drink cold cheer,
We have fished, boated and biked. Got Kate on 2 wheels - no more
trike.
Vacationed in Vero and OBX, Chris is in the basement working
on his pecs.
The boys are in sports, sometimes as subs, student council and chess
club.
Oh what I’d do for a good massage and foot rub.
But I know we are lucky and very blessed, ‘scuse me now while I
pick up this mess.
This told it all while keeping it light and amusing. And
then as life isn’t made up of all good news, one of the annual
letters we’ve received had to convey the news of the death
of an aging parent. It was shared with a short hand-written
note that was tucked in with the printed letter and Christmas
card. We appreciated being informed and thought it was a
good way to let us know, without tarnishing an otherwise fun
holiday letter.
Bottom line: This year when composing your letter keep
in mind we really do want to have an update on your family,
but keep it realistic, add a good dose of humor and keep it
brief. We’ll email if we need more information.

xoxo
Holiday 2013

Anne Arundel County
Department of Aging & Disabilities

12th Annual

Saturday
November 16, 2013
8:30 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
Annapolis Senior Activity Center
Supported by:

A day to nurture the non-professional, unpaid
family caregiver. For more information, visit our website at
www.aacounty.org/aging or call (410)222-4464 ext. 3043.
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URBAN SPACES

rederick Law Olmsted left
his mark on America, big
time. Most people associate his name with the creation of
Central Park in New York City.
But the park systems of whole
cities and universities and national parks across the nation reflect
his vision.
Olmsted was a journalist
and a social critic (he founded The
Nation magazine in 1865) who
abandoned a college education at
Yale because of sumac poisoning
that affected his eyesight. Yet
vision he had. His parents, John
Olmsted and his second wife,
Mary, inspired their son with an
appreciation for nature, people
and places. (Frederick Olmsted’s
birth mother died before his
fourth birthday.)
As a self-trained landscape
designer, Olmsted adopted a
pastoral and picturesque style that
enhanced a sense of space and
honored the natural environment
that was under attack as cities
developed in the 19th century. In
1898 he founded the American
Society of Landscape Architects
and is credited with being the
father of American landscape architecture.
Olmsted senior died in
1903, but his dream lived on with
his sons. The Olmsted brothers

firm continued in business until 1980, long after Charles
and Frederick died. They too left their mark in the creation
of the national park system and the roadways in the Great
Smoky, Acadia and Yosemite parks. They designed entire
systems of city parks interconnected by streams such as
Gwynn and Jones Falls and Herring Run in Baltimore.
In Baltimore, the planning and vision of the Olmsted
Brothers created Roland Park, Guilford and Homeland,
all coveted places to live.
The Olmsteds left their mark on Annapolis too. In
1884, Elizabeth and Katherine Giddings inherited 225
acres of land in West Annapolis along the Severn River.
It was called Wardour, named after the English Castle
that was the birthplace of Ann Arundel, wife of the
second Lord Baltimore, Cecil Calvert. Looking for ways
to develop their property and be respectful of the magnificent views, the sisters contacted the Olmsted firm. The
firm’s design respected the undulating topography with
winding roads, irregular lots, the preservation of specimen
trees and community-owned open space. Today, Wardour
looks much as it was envisioned and developed a century
ago. Much like the neighborhoods in Baltimore, it has
stood the test of time.
Wardour is not the only Annapolis neighborhood
designed by the Olmsteds. Nestled between Lake Ogleton, which is named after Ben Ogle, a Maryland governor
in 1798 who owned this land, and the Chesapeake Bay,
there were 341 acres of Belmont Farm that would become
the home of Riella Armstrong. She wanted to develop a
hotel, an 18-hole golf course, bridle paths and homes on
170 acres of the site. The Olmsted brothers were commissioned to carry out themes of “leisure and contemplation
and happy tranquility.” John Russell Pope, who designed
the Jefferson Memorial and the National Gallery of Art,
was commissioned to review all building and house designs. In 1926, a nine-hole golf course was designed by the
well-known Charles Banks. Woodlands were maximized,

The Beach House, no longer a
hotel, was situated to minimize
the intrusion of the government
towers on Greenbury Point, and
winding roads and irregular lots
to match the topography were
planned. The Great Depression
put a stop to much of the development, but the general design
has remained. Annapolitans know
it as Annapolis Roads.
Some years after the Olmsteds, the Greek urban planner,
Constantinos Doxiadis, would
comment that our cities no longer
serve us. He believed every city
needed to be park-like in concept
and designed on a human scale.
Frederick Law Olmsted
would have agreed. For him
parks were a commitment to
social egalitarian ideals and were
an essential part of a democratic
society. Urban planners would
take this vision one step further
in the creation of cities. He and
his sons set a high standard in
constructing the successful cities,
towns, neighborhoods and landscapes and spaces we admire
today. Olmsted left his mark in a
small way on our town and in a
large way on America as a whole.
Ellen, a lifelong resident of the
Annapolis area, can be reached at
ellenmoyer@yahoo.com

The Urban Spaces
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Ask the Undertaker
By Ryan Helfenbein

I

t is almost that time of year again. No, not time to overeat,
be with family or watch the kid’s eyes become the size of
softballs when they open the big gifts. It is that time when
the urge of shopping takes over and the search for the best value
in town is the name of the game. Of course, the holiday season
makes us think of shopping, but what about the loss of a loved
one? Does that make you think of shopping too? With today’s
consumers feeling the stress of our economy, shopping for the
best value has become commonplace, even in the funeral industry.
Yes, the days of just calling the neighboring funeral home
are all but gone. Now when a family is faced with a loss, the
shopping for funeral and cremation providers begins. But as a
consumer, what should we look for?
The first thing most families ask about is price. After all,
we know the difference in price between one TV and the next,
or even one car from the other. But when it comes to funeral and
cremation services, what makes prices fluctuate so much from one
to the next? The answer lies in how the firm is disclosing its price.
To simplify, when it comes to cremation, there are three parts that
comprise the cost of that service: the cost of the firm’s services
(transportation, professional and clerical services), the cost of the
receptacle used prior to and during cremation (typically made
of cardboard or minimum wood) and finally the crematory fee
(the actual cost of the cremation procedure). Not all funeral
homes own their own crematory, so when a consumer contacts
them for a price, firms typically only disclose their service fees
and possibly a receptacle used for cremation. After the consumer
selects that firm and sits with the director, the outside expense of
the “crematory fee” is then disclosed and the result is an actual
total price, which is often much higher than originally quoted.
Therefore, we as consumers should be sure to ask the total cost, or
“all-inclusive price” of the service we request. This would, in turn,
eliminate any feeling of being nickeled and dimed.
Price fluctuation is also apparent when shopping for traditional burial. We see this most of the time in regard to the
merchandise, such as the casket. This is why funeral homes are
beginning to create “value packages” much like that in the fast
food industry. Similar to cremation pricing, these all–inclusive,
one-price packages provide the answer the shopper is looking
for, that being one price for the total services and merchandise
they are seeking. The benefit of this system is that the funeral
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home can take the time to shop for the best-valued products for
their clients, and offer them together to streamline the decisionmaking process for families during their time of grief.
Most consumers know to ask about price, but what other
factors might be important when shopping for cremation and
funeral services? Friendly staff, location and willingness to go
beyond what is requested are three areas that are often mentioned.
On the last point, is the firm going to simply work the service and
then leave the family at the cemetery never to be heard from again?
Or is that firm going to follow up with the family and continue to
provide guidance through the next steps such as Social Security,
transfer of assets, grief support and even providing simple recipes
for a spouse that has suddenly lost a partner. Continued care is
truly an area that doesn’t come to mind when, in fact, it can be the
most important. Today, firms are continuing to follow up with the
families they assist and provide guidance to deal with what seems
to be a neverending influx of paperwork and requests.
Yes, it is smart to shop for cremation and funeral service
providers in your area. Most people are financially distressed and
fortunately, family funeral homes are starting to address this. As
my father has always said, any funeral home can provide a means
of disposition, the difference from one firm to the next is simply
how they are going to help a family heal after a loss. Education
and affordable one-priced options, combined with helping a
family through the weeks and months after a loss is what distinguishes one funeral provider from another.
Ryan, owner, supervising mortician and preplanning counselor at
Lasting Tributes on Bestgate Road in Annapolis, offers solutions to
high-cost funerals. He can be reached at 410.897.4852 or Ryan@
LastingTributesFuneralCare.com
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A Legacy to a Friend
By Leslie Schwartz

Unlike some people, Nancy Wright
of Annapolis received a quick diagnosis of
ALS. Her symptoms began with a drop
in her big toe, followed by stumbling and
ultimately tumbling to the ground. Mrs.
Wright weakened quickly and in a matter
of months went from using a cane, to a
walker to a wheelchair. Mrs. Wright’s
daughter, Nancy Kriebel, and her friends
sent Mrs. Wright a magical-looking wand.
The wand was a symbol of the faith, love,
courage, spirit and the dream that one day
there would be a cure for this devastating disease. The group wanted to do more.
They wanted to increase awareness of
the disease and the free programs
provided by the ALS Association,
DC/MD/VA Chapter, to local
patients and families. Ultimately,
they wanted to find a cure.
ALS is one of the most devastating of disorders affecting the
functions of nerves and muscles.
According to current data, the incidence of ALS is about six to eight per
100,000. Thus, some 5,000 people in the
U.S. are newly diagnosed with ALS each
year.
With recent advances in research and
improved medical care, many ALS patients
are living longer and more productive lives.
Half of all affected live at least three years
or more after diagnosis. Twenty percent
live five years or more; up to 10 percent
will survive more than 10 years. Early
symptoms vary with each individual, but
they usually include tripping, dropping
things, abnormal fatigue of the arms and/
or legs, slurred speech, muscle cramps,
twitches and uncontrollable periods of
laughing or crying.
As the weakening and paralysis
continue to spread to the muscles of the
trunk of the body, the disease eventually
affects swallowing, chewing and breathing.
When the breathing muscles are attacked,
the patient faces permanent ventilator
support in order to survive.
Since ALS attacks only motor
neurons, the senses of sight, touch, hearing,
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taste and smell and muscles of the eyes
and bladder are generally not affected. The
mind is not impaired and remains sharp
despite the progressive degeneration of the
body.
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
often referred to as “Lou Gehrig’s disease,”
is a progressive, fatal neuromuscular disease
that attacks nerve cells and pathways in
the brain and spinal cord. Motor neurons,
among the largest of all nerve cells, reach
from the brain to the spinal cord and from
the spinal
cord to the muscles

"The wand...a symbol of the

faith, love, courage, spirit

and the dream that one day
there would be a cure..."
throughout the body with connections to the brain. When they die, as with
ALS, the ability of the brain to start and
control muscle movement dies with them.
With all voluntary muscle action affected,
patients in the later stages are totally
paralyzed; yet through it all, their minds
remain unaffected.
Although there is not yet a cure for
ALS, much can be done not only to help
patients live with the disease, but to live
more productively and independently. The
concept of ALS as a hopeless disease is fast
giving way to an approach that emphasizes the treatment of a patient’s symptoms.
This can improve the quality of life for the
patient and help her develop a positive
attitude about being part of the management care team.
Now in its 11th year, the ALS
Artisan Boutique has raised over $150,000
and touched countless families. This year’s
event will be held on Sunday, Dec. 8, at
the Sheraton Annapolis Hotel from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. The event is free and open
to the public. More than 55 regional artists
will offer a wide variety of fine crafts,

art, jewelry, children’s
clothing
and
accessories,
pottery,
p h o t o g r a p h y,
confections,
woodworking, glassware and more.
The boutique will welcome Anne
Arundel Medical Center as a first-time
sponsor. “AAMC, as the region's largest
healthcare provider, is committed to caring
for the wellness and health of women
and families through our many services
and programs. From cancer, cardiac, gynecologic and obstetrical care through
programs to support wellness and
health lifestyle through all phases
of a women's life, AAMC is
partnering with our region to live
healthier together. We will offer
health and referral information for our
many programs and services for women
and their families at the event."
If you cannot attend, but would like
to help, donations can be made to the ALS
Association at 1221 Buckingham Road,
Arnold, MD 21012. For more information, e-mail leslieschwartz3@gmail.com
The ALS Association is the only
national not-for-profit voluntary health
organization whose sole mission is to find
a cure for this disease, as well as improve
living with ALS. For more information,
call 301.978.9855 or visit www.ALSinfo.
org
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Bay Reflections

AFFLUENZA

A FFLUENZA
By Rev. Rob Stevens

There is a legend of sorts that a reporter once asked John pregnant. I worried that there would not be enough
D. Rockefeller, “How much is enough?” to which Rockefeller re- love for all of us. But what I found was that there
sponded, “Just a little bit more.” We tend to chuckle when we hear was more than enough. Then I worried that we
this, but if we ponder it for a moment, his response is disturbing could never love another child like we loved our first
and perhaps a little sad. However, we do live in a culture that is born. Wrong again … there was more than enough love.
flooded with messages that reinforce the idea that we do not have This real experience gave me pause and caused me to examine
enough. Commercials make sure that we are told over and over my understanding of how much is enough for me and to consider
that we do not have enough money, time, energy, health, etc. Our that I did indeed have enough of the “things” that matter.
I encourage you to question your understanding of enough
economic system is predicated on this idea that we will consume
… wonder with friends and family this holiday season about what
more and more. But is it true?
A dear friend of mine shared a story of a friend who always it means for you and for them. I have discovered one phrase that
“needed” more. It was always the new car, new electronic device, reminds me effectively to resist the insanity of, “You will never
new wife, etc. Yet this person was miserable. My friend described have enough.” It is, “The commitment to enough is the antidote
this person’s condition as “Affluenza.” It is the condition that to wanting more.” The challenge to living this way is that we have
many suffer from in our culture. It is a perceived need for more to take the time to consider the question. So I ask you again, what
and more while enjoying life less and less. In some circles we is enough for you?
call this a scarcity model of existence. It is the posture that says
that there is not enough and that our purpose is to accumulate as The Rev. Rob Stevens is rector of St. John’s Episcopal Church in Portsmouth,
much as possible. It is this philosophy that created the bumper N.H., where he resides with his wife and two children. He can be reached at
sticker, “He who dies with the most toys wins.” That same friend rectorsjc@gmail.com
had a counter-bumper sticker that read, “He
who dies with the most toys … still dies.”
What are our options for the way we
THERE’S
live if this idea that there is never enough is
NO LIFETIME
so widely accepted?
WARRANTY
I suggest that as we enter this holiday
ON YOUR
season a good question for each of us might
HIPS
OR KNEES–
be, “What is enough?” To sit with it and
IS IT TIME
ponder what enough looks like for each of
FOR NEW ONES?
us. This is an intensely personal question and
handling it will vary from person to person,
but it is a question that very few people ever
seriously consider. Madison Avenue wants
each of us to ignore this question and just
continue to suffer from Affluenza. However,
we do have a choice. We have the opportunity to wonder what enough looks like
and get off the treadmill of more and onto
You don’t have to live with hip and knee pain. Anne Arundel
the road of life. We have the opportunity to
Medical Center offers FREE educational events in your community.
examine life through the lens of abundance.
A great lyric by a favorite songwriter
of mine is,“The best things in life … aren’t
FREE JOINT CLASSES
things.” As I ponder what is enough for me
Attend a free informational class taught by one of the
I am reminded that there are incredible gifts
experts from AAMC’s Joint Center, a national role model
in life that do not run out, no matter how
for excellence in joint replacement.
much we use them. Love is a great example.
The only way there is not enough love is if
we hoard it and do not practice it. I learned
REGISTER AAMCevents.org
this firsthand in my family. To make a long
(keyword:
joint) or 443-481-5555.
story short, I fell in love with my wife and
was happy. Then, lo and behold, she became
Holiday 2013
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Start Running NOW?
By Leah Lancione

Summer is long gone and the cooler
temperatures beckon fair weather runners
back outdoors. You may wonder if it’s a
sport you could adopt or pick up again.
If you don’t have a debilitating condition
or haven't suffered a detrimental injury,
the answer is yes. “Running is an excellent sport for people as they get older. It
provides significant benefits which can
offset the effects of aging,” says the book,
Running for Fitness.
Without going into the myriad of
health benefits that range from weight
management, greater lung capacity, increased cardiovascular stamina, better
stability and improved cognitive function,
you don’t have to train like a marathoner to reap healthy side effects. There are
programs that will start out with walking
and gradually progress to more mileage.
Just because you’re no longer in your 20s,
30s or even 40s, doesn’t prevent you from
being a runner.

In their book, Marathoning for Mortals (a regular person’s guide to the joy of running
or walking a half-marathon or full marathon), John Bingham and Jenny Hadfield say,
“Whether you’re in the front or the back of the pack, everyone trains for three—and only
three—reasons: 1. To improve, 2. To maintain, or 3. As you get older, to slow your rate
of decline.” So, if you fall into that third reason and will try anything to slow the aging
process, why not try running?
If you think running is just for the young or the athletically inclined, think again.
According to a story in the Boston Globe, “Over the past decade, the number of older
runners participating in the Boston Marathon (considered by many the most prestigious) has more than quadrupled. A record 596 runners age 65 and older registered for
the 2012 marathon, 47 of whom were over 75.”
Need some inspiration? Here you go: Considered the oldest marathoner,
101-year-old Fauja Sikh retired after running his last race in February 2013 in Hong
Kong. According to the New York Daily News, “The Indian-born British national
admitted age was finally catching up with him and he had decided not to compete after
the Hong Kong Marathon. The media reported Mr. Sikh still plans to run four hours a
day because he loves it. Dubbed the 'Turbaned Tornado,' he took up running marathons
at the ripe old age of 89 and has been credited with competing in eight 26-mile races in
London, Toronto and New York.”
If that’s not enough to get you pounding the pavement confidently, you too can
reach running goals no matter your age. Listen to this: 63-year-old Larry Macon ran 549
marathons over four years. According to Runner’s World (www.runnersworld.com), “he
ran his first 93 marathons in 2007 and followed that up with 105 the following year — in
all, 5,187.6 miles, or approximately 7.1 miles per day for two straight years, never taking
a day off the entire time. He ran 153 in 2012.”
Inspired yet? If so, Art Liberman, co-author of The Everything Running Book and
founder of marathontraining.com suggests “starting with—and sticking to—a conservative goal, such as run/walking for 20 minutes. Ending a run feeling like you're capable
of doing more boosts confidence and is better than feeling beat up and discouraged.
As you build mileage, don't increase distance by more than 10 percent per week”
It’s also a good idea to hit the local bookstore or library for a running guide
(there are many) that offer tips for beginning a program or exercise plan, a guide
for purchasing the proper shoes based on your foot structure; appropriate attire,
suggestions for what to eat or not eat before, during and after running, instructions for how and when to stretch and a list of how to avoid common injuries.
Some books offer training plans based on fitness level, your intended goal and
time frame. A few examples include: Run Your Butt Off from the editors of
“Runner’s World,” The Beginning Runner’s Handbook: The Proven 13-week Runwalk
Program and Running Doc’s Guide to Healthy Running by Lewis G. Maharam, MD.
Before lacing up those sneakers, there is one caveat: Consult your physician
first.
Many runners choose a mantra or get inspiration to continue from motivational quotes. Oprah Winfrey has been quoted as saying: “Running is the greatest
metaphor for life, because you get out of it what you put into it.”

The following are helpful running websites:
www.runnersworld.com/

www.womenshealthmag.com/fitness/start-running?page=2

http://completerunning.com/archives/2006/09/12/100-beginner-running-tips/
www.jeffgalloway.com/training/index.html
www.halhigdon.com
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Legal Insights:
Planning for Long-Term Care--

Don't Wait for a Family Crisis to Act
This column presents general information regarding estate and disability planning and probate.
It is not intended to create an attorney-client relationship or constitute legal advice to its readers.
Individuals with legal concerns should consult with an attorney for advice regarding their specific
circumstances.
By: Candace Beckett

Marylanders facing the staggering costs of long-term nursing home care
for a family member often call me in a
crisis mode when their loved one is at the
nursing home doorstep. As an elder law
attorney and Medicaid adviser, I am constantly urging my clients to plan ahead for
long-term care for themselves and their
families. I really get their attention when
I inform them of the staggering cost of
area nursing homes, ranging from $220 to
$335 per day, or a median annual rate of
$104,635 according to the Genworth Cost
of Care Survey 2013.
Many families simply do not have the
personal resources to pay these enormous
costs and most seniors do not have
long-term care insurance policies to cover
such expenses. Furthermore, many people
mistakenly believe that Medicare or their
supplemental health insurance plan will
pay for long-term skilled nursing home
care. They do not. For example, Medicare
Part A, hospital insurance, will only pay
for a portion of skilled nursing home
care if it is medically necessary following a
three-day inpatient hospital for up to the
first 100 days. Most supplemental health
insurance plans, if they pay anything, will
contribute to the costs of such care only
when Medicare is also paying a portion
of the bill. The “Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act” (Obamacare) does
not pay for long-term nursing home care.
The only state and federal program
that does pay for nursing home care is
Medicaid, which is known as Medical
Assistance in the state of Maryland.
Medicaid is a means-tested entitlement

program based on a federal-state partnership which jointly finances the costs of the
program. In determining Medicaid eligibility, the individual must: 1) be a citizen
of the United States or a qualified alien,
2) be 65 years of age or older, or blind or
disabled, and 3) meet medical and financial eligibility criteria. In order to be medically eligible for Medicaid, the individual’s
“level of care” must require placement in
a nursing facility where skilled nursing
services are provided.
Medicaid’s financial requirements are
divided into income and resources. Income
includes earned income such as wages and
salary and unearned income such as Social
Security, retirement pensions, interest and
dividends. Resources include cash, savings
and checking accounts, stocks, bonds
and any other assets. Resources are also
categorized as countable and noncountable with a “five-year look back” period
for any transfers of property for less than
fair market value. Countable resources are
those available to contribute toward the
monthly cost of nursing home care. To be
eligible for Medicaid, countable resources
may not exceed $2,500 for an individual
or $3,000 for a couple. Resource requirements differ for single and married applicants where marriage provides additional
financial benefits to the spouse remaining
in the community.
Many people I consult with think
that they have to spend down most of their
family assets to qualify for Medicaid. This
is not always the case. Under Medicaid
rules, the community spouse is allowed to
have a monthly maintenance allowance

which ranges from $1,938 to $2,898
and to retain a portion of the couple’s
resources from $23,184 to $115,920.00.
All countable resources above the allowed
levels must be spent down through a series
of permissible expenditures.
As you can see, meeting the financial
criteria for Medicaid eligibility is detailed
and complicated. It is important to know
Medicaid’s regulations before you make
a costly mistake. For example, I recently
met with an elderly woman who had
sold the family home to pay for the costs
of her husband’s nursing home care. She
was unaware that her family home didn’t
count as an asset, which is permissible up
to a maximum equity limit of $536,000.
Because she didn’t know Maryland’s
Medical Assistance rules, she had unwittingly converted the family home from a
noncountable asset into a countable asset
which now had to be spent down. Furthermore, the woman no longer had the family
home to live in.
Again, I strongly recommend that
you do not wait until you or your family
is in crisis mode to start planning for your
long-term care with a competent professional. The financial challenge of meeting
your future long-term care needs begins
today.
Candace H. Beckett JD, LLM, is an elder law
attorney who was admitted to practice law in
Maryland in 1989. Ms. Beckett may be reached
at 410.972.4540 or 410.370.0673, or visit her
website at www.chesapeake-elder-law.com

It’s not true “The one with the most toys wins.” Declutter, starting now.
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By Leah Lancione

So far nobody has announced
the discovery of the
“fountain of youth” and if someone has
stumbled upon the healing,
restorative pool, it’s a well-kept secret. If I had to guess who may know ancient
secrets for eternal youth, my money would be on Sophia Loren and Tina Turner,
who look amazing in their 70s. As for the men, Harrison Ford (71) and Tom Selleck
(68) would do. Though it’s not public knowledge who has or hasn’t gone “under the
knife” to restore youthfulness, these select stars appear to age gracefully. The question is
how do they maintain their dewy, near-wrinkle-free skin, slender physiques and overall
youthful facades? Are these fresh countenances a result of genetics and healthy
habits or, instead, face-lifts, eye-lifts and Botox injections, and more.
All of us weren’t born with Aphrodite or Adonis DNA and we probably
don’t have the money to hire a plastic surgeon to reconstruct our faces, but
we can learn the tips and tricks experts say keep celebrities looking fresh.
A well-balanced diet and at least 30 minutes of exercise a day are vital for
healthy hair, skin, nails, teeth, bones and muscles. Beyond these foundational imperatives, there are thousands of supposed tips to longevity and
beauty. The following are a few that have proven results:

Body

According to the Discovery Health book You: the Owner’s Manual, “getting a
good night’s sleep is one of the most crucial things you can do for your body. Getting
at least seven hours of sleep a night can make a profound difference on your brain and
your heart and make you up to three years younger.” Methods for improving sleep
patterns and putting your circadian clock on track include getting up and going to bed
at the same times, keeping the bedroom cool and dark, only eating small portions before
bed (and preferably foods that contain melanin or serotonin) and avoiding caffeine and
other stimulants. The book also recommends making the bedroom a sanctuary for sleep,
which means the laptop and other work items and the TV are out.
Dr. Maoshing Ni writes in his book Secrets of Longevity: Hundreds of Ways to Live
to be 100, that seaweed and marine algae (sea vegetables) “possess powers to prolong
life, prevent disease, and impart beauty and health. Types of seaweed include nori (sushi
wrap), kombu, kelp, dulce and Irish moss.
Another tip from Dr. Ni’s book is that eating a handful of nuts and seeds a day
helps improve muscle tone and circulation as we age. But the veggies he considers the
“ultimate longevity food” are mushrooms. Citing a Chinese legend in which people
became immortal after finding a 1,000-year-old mushroom, he explains that “many
mushrooms—particularly shiitake, maitake, reishi and wood ear, have superb anti-aging
properties.”

Hair

As we age, hair can become more brittle, dull, thin or damaged. Along with sun
exposure, destructive hair styling practices and tools, e.g., curling irons, perms and highlighting and styling products can also leave an unwanted buildup or strip hair of its
natural luster. To restore hair to a healthier state, Dr. Ni suggests first eliminating products with harsh chemicals that remove vital nutrients. He also recommends “applying
the Chinese herb arborvita to stimulate follicles, improve blood flow and strip away
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root-clogging oils.” Another good idea:
massaging the scalp with your fingers in a
circular pattern.
Prevention
magazine’s
website
(www.prevention.com) advocates using a
clarifying shampoo once a week to banish
buildup and bring back shiny hair along
with this suggestion: “once a month, add
one tablespoon of baking soda to two
tablespoons of shampoo. The sodium bicarbonate will remove any stubborn, sticky
residue.”

Skin

To moisturize facial skin, take a supplement of borage oil that can be purchased
at any vitamin shop. Expert guests on the
Dr. Oz show say by applying a soft-gel
capsule, the omega-oils and anti-inflammatory properties will work wonders
for the face. Another tip provided by the
popular daytime talk show is an under-eye
brightener that can be made at home and
rubbed into the delicate skin surrounding
the eyes that often exhibits dark circles
or appears puffy. This “Parsley Pesto Eye
Mask” contains three tablespoons fresh
parsley and two tablespoons plain yogurt
mixed together in a food processor until
smooth. The concoction should then be
smeared on the under-eye area for 15-20
minutes until the mixture hardens. Then
wash it off with warm water.
As for crow’s feet, which tend to
make someone look older, scientists in
Great Britain recently found that women
who took a pill three times a day that
“boosts the body’s production of collagen,
a protein which gives skin its tone” saw a 30
percent reduction in crow’s feet. Launched
by Unilever, these promising tablets will
soon be available to consumers.
In the mean time, the editors of
Good Housekeeping magazine suggest
using an eye cream daily since it temporarily “plumps skin so blood vessels are
less visible.” In the book 7 Years Younger,
editors selected Olay’s Pro-X Eye Restoration Complex and Patricia Wexler
M.D. Dermatology Intensive 3-in-1 Eye
Cream to combat eye puffiness, bags and
crow’s feet.

true age, loose and wrinkly skin on the
hands can also make you look older than
you feel. Good Housekeeping advises moisturizing hands daily with a heavy cream or
lotion that contains emollients like shea
butter or petroleum as well as humectants
that draw moisture to the skin. Then at
night, apply an over-the-counter hand
cream that contains retinol.

Teeth

According to the American Academy
of Anti-Aging Medicine website World
Health Net, cranberry juice “helps to stop
bacteria from sticking to teeth, thereby
preventing the formation of plaque (the
cause of tooth decay and gum disease).”
The site also cites research that reveals
cranberry juice inhibits the growth of oral
pathogens. Though most celebrities with
nice smiles have capped teeth or veneers,
there are some who simply practice good
hygiene like flossing daily, brushing two
minutes after meals and rinsing the mouth
with water or mouthwash. “It’s never
too late for a beautiful smile,” says the
American Dental Association’s website.
The site recommends consulting your
dentist about tooth-whitening options
as well as bonding treatments, veneers
or dental implants to repair damaged or
severely discolored teeth.
Lastly, there is real evidence that
laughter (or any form of happiness) is the
best medicine. A 2005 study of middleaged men and women living in the United
Kingdom found that people who are
happier in their daily lives have healthier
levels of key body chemicals than those
who have few positive feelings. This study
links happiness with lower levels of cortisol

(a stress hormone) and reduced levels of
the blood protein fibrinogen, which causes
red blood cells to clot and may contribute
to coronary heart disease.
World-renowned speaker Deepak
Chopra, who travels the world teaching
about The Prescription for Happiness, says,
“We discovered where ever a thought goes,
a molecule goes and it affects your biology.
Well-being translates into a biological
response because your brain secretes things
like dopamine, and opiates and serotonin,
oxytocin, all of which are hormones which
make you happy.” Similarly, follow the
advice of Honest Abe, who opined, “And
in the end, it’s not the years in your life
that count. It’s the life in your years.”
Surely, people who think positively and
are good to their bodies and to others will
experience more “life in their years.”

Hands

Just as crow’s feet and wrinkles on
the face and neck can reveal someone’s
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THE WIN-WIN PROPOSITION
By Vern Penner

My father once told me that there
were at least three things that you could
never tell about a man: the woman he
marries, the baseball team he roots for and
the car he always buys. Maybe he’s right.
I’ve always been a Volvo guy ever since I
could afford my first one, which was during
my first all-too-brief tour in Austria in the
late ‘70s. Three more Volvos followed, but
the latest version has a story all its own
and will forever be known as the win-win
proposition. My son was the one who sold
me on the idea of picking up a new Volvo
in Sweden at the factory and driving it to
Italy for his wedding this past May.
Volvo has a long-standing tradition
of delivering new cars to customers right
off the production line in Gothenburg,
Sweden. And there are several added bonuses for American buyers. Volvo provides
two complimentary round trip air tickets
from the US to Gothenburg via British Air or SAS, which lets me use BWI,
my favorite US airport, for international
travel. Moreover, airport pickup service is
provided to the best hotel in Gothenburg
for a free night or two. Lunch, a factory
tour and a car demonstration precedes the
drive away and then you are on your own
with a full tank of gas. What could be
easier?
After our stop in Gothenburg, we
headed out on our road trip. We started
by heading east across the breadth of Sweden to Stockholm for several days of local
touring which fortunately coincided with
the city’s second warm day of the year. A
stop at Stockholm’s City Hall where the
Nobel prizes are awarded and a visit to
one of the best maritime museums in the
world are obligatory. Another day’s drive
back to Gothenburg took us to the city’s
dock where Stena line car ferry transported us overnight to Kiel, Germany. New
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Volvo owners get a 20 percent discount on
this first class way to travel.
The driving route using my wife’s
GPS on her iPhone carried us down Germany’s autobahns to Frankfurt and a few
days later we traveled to one of Italy’s most
scenic regions, Lake Como. We then followed the Autostrade del Sol down Italy
to reach the wedding site in the Umbrian
foothills east of Orvieto. There was obviously a method to my son’s madness in
proposing a new Volvo because for the
next week the car worked overtime schlepping around friends and family and making last-minute wedding arrangements
for everything from flowers to wine. Once
the wedding and festivities were over and
guests had departed, local touring took us
to some special spots like Spoleto, Narni
and Todi.
Our slightly used Volvo now took
us back up north with stopovers in places I had previously worked like Salzburg
and Zurich and other destinations that I
couldn’t visit during the former days of
the German Democratic Republic, aka the
East Zone. Weimar is the home of Schiller
and Goethe, with several monuments and
museums dedicated to them. A large Russian cemetery for the Soviet troops who
fell in the fighting around the region in
World War II was a surprise for me. Goerlitz is a gem of a Renaissance town on the
German-Polish border, which was overrun so fast in the war that it suffered
no destruction. Finally, we reached
Berlin just in time to catch President Obama’s visit. From there, it
was just a three-hour drive to the
Hamburg docks to leave the car
with a Volvo shipping agent.
If I had brought
the car back to
Gothenburg,

Volvo would pay all transportation, insurance and customs fees. Otherwise, there
are a number of European locations where
you can drop your car off, paying only a
modest surcharge -- in our case, 125 euros.
Eight weeks and six countries (plus the
wedding taxi service) had put some 7,000
miles on the odometer. But the best was
still to come. A month later I was notified
that the Volvo was arriving in Baltimore
and would shortly be ready for pickup
at the local Annapolis dealer. Sure gas is
twice as expensive in Europe, but there
was no other way by air, train or rental car
to handle the trip we made so inexpensively and with the flexibility we wanted. My
son was right. With the Volvo now in our
driveway, the deal was a win-win proposition. For more information log onto www.
volvocars.com/us
Vern, formerly a Foreign Service officer and U.S.
Ambassador, spent 39 years in government service
throughout the world. He is not employed by Volvo,
nor is any member of his family. He can be reached
at vernpenner@hotmail.com

Mercedes Benz - www.mbusa.com/mer
cedes/european_delivery_program
Audi - www.audiusa.com/inventory/
european-delivery
BMW - www.bmwusa.com/Standard/
Content/Explore/Experience/European
Delivery/DrivingAdventures/Drive
EuropeOverview.aspx
Porsche - www.porsche.com/usa/event
sandracing/europeandelivery/theultimate
vacacion/
Saab - www.saabsunited.com/2010/05/
saab-usa-european-delivery-program-thelatest-info.html
Overview - www.botmblog.
com/2011/02/european-vehicle-deliveryand-travel-programs.html
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By Susie Hill

Have you ever received an invitation with the wording
“no gifts please” and thought, how should I acknowledge the
guest of honor while obeying the request? Why not create a
handmade card and add your own sentiment or meaningful
photo? Handcrafted cards take just a few minutes to create
and make a lasting impression.
Here are some tips for creating a unique and thoughtful
card. It helps to keep a spare basket or desk drawer full of pretty
paper that you know will someday come in handy. I also keep a
file folder with photos of family and friends that I have collected
over the years, knowing that they will one day be put to good
use. You can make two cards out of a thicker sheet of regular 8
½ x 11, letter-size paper. Simply lay a standard 8 ½ x 11 sheet
down horizontally and trim right down the middle of the sheet
so the two cut pieces measure 8 ½ x 5 ½. Once you fold these
two sheets in half and score the crease with a tablespoon, you
have two cards that measure 5 ½ x 4 ¼ when folded, which is
a standard A2. The A2 card fits into an A2 envelope, which is
a standard size, so it should be easy to find in your stationery
collection or at your local paper store. You can also purchase
plain prefolded notes that you can embellish on your own.
Once you’ve created the card, create a special sentiment
that’s appropriate for the occasion. Whether you print the
sentiment, clip it out of a magazine or handwrite it, make sure
the message captures your thoughts or feelings for the recipient’s
special occasion. The message can appear on the outside of the
card or inside, it’s up to you. Then simply embellish the card
with ribbon, glitter, dried flowers, rubber stamp impressions,
scraps of paper or photographs.
The holidays are a great time to make your own cards,
especially since there are so many beautiful accents and trims
available. Strips of wrapping paper, ribbon or a sprig of pine
are great additions to any card. This is also a great opportunity
to use your photos from your travels over the past year. Simply
trim the photo to size and glue or tape to an accent paper backing, then affix to the front of the folded card. Add a sentiment
or handwritten note and you have just created a memorable
card that will stand out among the rest.
Once you get the hang of it, create a few extras to keep
on hand for the next occasion that sneaks up on you. It’s fun,
it’s easy and you’ll find yourself enjoying it more as you become
more adept at creating your own masterpieces.
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ALS Artisan Boutique
featuring 55 fine artists,
a raffle, and a silent auction
to benefit patients and families
battling Lou Gehrig’s disease

Sunday, December 8, 2013
Sheraton Hotel in Annapolis, MD

10 AM – 5 PM

www.ALSinfo.org

Susie, co owner of Paper in the Park, can be reached at PaperinthePark@
verizon.net or 410.544.8830
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He Cooks!
Sunday Gravy

By Mac Milhone

Serves six or more.
The holidays are upon us. Turkey and all the fixin’s. But
families cannot feast on turkey alone! Add this treat to your family
recipe collection and you will all be saying “Momma mia!” So call
the family to the table and let’s all be Italian for the day. There
will be a lot to eat but no worries because the sauce freezes well.
This is a fabulous pasta meal with tomato sauce and lots
of different meat choices. Traditionally Sunday gravy is served in
courses, but Americans tend to want it all at once. You can’t go
wrong either way. Serve the lightly sauced pasta in one dish and
the assorted meats in another. Add a bowl of extra sauce and dig
in. Feel free to use your favorite tomato sauce recipe or try mine.
Use at least a five-quart Dutch oven, bigger if you have one.
You will need: salt and pepper and good olive oil.

Sauce:

2 medium onions chopped
2 medium carrots chopped
5 garlic cloves crushed and chopped
1/2 bottle of pretty good red wine, slightly sweet is OK
1 28 oz. can whole peeled tomatoes, two if you have a crowd.
dry Italian herbs and red pepper flakes to taste

Meat

Choose some or all of the following: Quantities depend on the
size of your pot and number of guests.
sweet and/or hot Italian sausage
country ribs
baby back ribs
pork chops
meat balls
Use your imagination, pork products are traditional. Bones add
flavor.
1-pound box dry spaghetti per every 4 diners
parmesan cheese and chopped parsley to finish
Preheat oven to 350.
In the Dutch oven, sauté the onion and carrot about 5
minutes over medium heat. Add garlic and sauté another 5
minutes. Deglaze pan with wine and reduce by half. Add tomatoes and their liquid. Crush the tomatoes in your hands as you
add them. Careful, they like to squirt, and I mean all over the
place. Salt and pepper lightly and add some herbs and red pepper.
Remember, you can always add more. Let sauce simmer on low
heat.
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Lightly season and oil your meat choices and arrange them
on a sheet pan with sides. Use a rack if you have one. Roasting
delivers big flavor and leaves most of the grease behind. What
a concept! Different meats will require different cooking times.
Sausages will need 20 minutes and do not forget to poke some
small holes in them. Baby backs will need 30 to 40 minutes and
should be cleaned of any membrane before roasting. Country
ribs need 40 minutes. The key here is the meat should look and
smell roasted. This is the step where all the individual textures and
flavors develop. If they do not seem right, roast a little longer. This
is time well spent.
As the meat is roasted to your satisfaction, move it into the
sauce pot. This will happen in shifts. When all the meat is in the
pot, correct seasoning, cover and place in the oven. Lower temp
to 300 and cook for at least 1 hour, 2 will be better. If you include
them heed this “meatball warning.” They will not take well to long
cooking times, so after roasting add them to the sauce 10 minutes
before serving time.
Boil the pasta per package directions in well-salted water.
Remove the meat to a separate serving platter. Check the sauce.
If it is too thick, cut it with some of the starchy pasta water. Place
the pasta in a large bowl and add a ladle or two of sauce. Mix well
and then add more sauce. Grate some Parmesan cheese and scatter fresh chopped parsley over everything. Beautiful. Add a bowl
of sauce to the table and serve from the two platters. Compliment
the meal with garlic bread and a fresh green salad dressed with
red wine vinegar and that good olive oil. You are a star.

Angel Cake with Raspberry Sauce

This is a world-class dessert with not much effort.

You will need:
1 purchased angel food cake
2 cups raspberries (strawberries are good too or combine)
2 tablespoons sugar
1/4 cup water
Mix berries sugar and water in saucepan. Cover and simmer 15
to 20 minutes over low heat. Push sauce through a strainer to
remove seeds and then cool. Pour sauce over slices of cake and
serve. Ice cream is a nice addition. To make it even more luxurious, scatter over toasted almond slices or mint leaves.
Mac, a retired airline captain, is currently living in Annapolis. He enjoys researching food, cooking and baking. He can be reached at macmillhone@me.net
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ARE YOU PREPARED?
By Kathryn Marchi

For five years my family has been
spending a week in a beach house on
Fenwick Island. That first year, I glanced
through a book left by the owners and
noted the days for trash collection and the
location of churches, grocery stores and
beach entrances. Other magnet-attached
information was on the refrigerator, giving
phone numbers of pizza parlors and
miniature golf courses, along with local
plumbers and electricians. It seemed to be
all that we needed to know.
This year we arrived on Saturday as
usual and settled in. However, at 2 a.m. on
Sunday morning, my husband awoke with
severe pain in his right side. A trip to the
emergency room was absolutely in order.
But where was the nearest hospital? There
was no time to read through the owner’s
book to find out and a refrigerator magnet
only noted an urgent care facility that was
not open at night. My phone located a
hospital in Berlin, Maryland, and one in
Lewes. Surely, I thought, there was a closer
hospital or ER facility.
When I called 911, I emphasized
that this was not an emergency, but I
did need to find the nearest ER for my
husband. The operator asked where I was
located. I told him Fenwick Island, but I
had no idea what the address of the beach
house was! The operator had to tell me the
address as it had come up on his screen at
the emergency center. Next he gave me the
route to follow in order to get to Atlantic Hospital ER in Berlin, which is off of
Route 50 at the entrance to Ocean City. It
was a very tense drive in the dark of night
and on unfamiliar back roads.
It was close to 3 a.m. when we
arrived at the hospital and the diagnosis
was quickly made: kidney stones. We drove
home the next day and treatment began.
This happened so quickly that night
that we hardly had time to think. It occurred to me then that we were ill-prepared for an emergency on our vacation.
Holiday 2013

With car trouble one year we were able to
easily locate a mechanic. But during five
years of vacationing on Fenwick Island,
we never thought about having to locate
a hospital.
After pondering this Summer’s experience, it was an easy decision to share
what I’ve learned on how to prepare for
health emergencies along with the usual
planning and packing for a trip.
1. Most importantly, know the
address of your vacation spot. Emergency
services may not always have your location
in their system.
2. Locate urgent care facilities and
emergency rooms or hospitals in your area
and write down their phone numbers and
addresses.
3. Carry a list of all medications that
you or your family members take.
4. Always have medical or insurance
cards with you. Find out what services
your insurance covers, including transportation to and from a medical facility, inpatient care and hospitalization, surgical
procedures or medical tests.
5. Depending upon how far you
travel from your home, you might want
to consider additional health insurance
for travelers. A good website for finding
medical insurance for both domestic and

international travel is www.RoamRight.
com
6. Develop a plan for getting home if
you are driving any distance on your vacation, should you be unable to drive. Recreational vehicle owners especially should
plan for getting their vehicles back home
in that case.
7. Locate any medical supplies in
your vacation condo or apartment.
8. Familiarize yourself with all exits
to the building you’re in, in case of evacuation for any reason.
Many times, in the excitement of
going away on vacation, we don’t even
consider a health emergency or any other
event that might impact it in a negative
way. Obviously, that was true in our case.
Being prepared will certainly make things
easier to deal with because, in that frantic
moment when someone is ill or in pain,
there is no time to search though documents or magnets on the refrigerator to
find help. It will help to react quickly and
calmly, knowing you have prepared for
when something untoward happens.
Kathryn can be reached at marchi-wre@mris.com

Make new friends, greet customers, assist with
displays, sort donations. If this sounds fun and
interesting to you, please consider joining our
group of dedicated volunteers at Treasures, an
upscale resale shop in Severna Park benefiting
Hospice of the Chesapeake.
To learn more, call
Hospice of the Chesapeake

410.987.2003
www.hospicechesapeake.org

• Sales Associates
• Donation sorters
• Drivers who have trucks for picking up and
delivering donated furniture (Insurance required)
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BREAD

The St
aff
of

Life Made Simple
By Melissa Conroy

o other food item is as intricately tied to humanity as bread. From Indian naan to French baguettes to Mexican
tortillas, bread is a part of virtually all cultural cuisines. Every day around the world, billions of people partake
of bread in some form or the other.
Today, we have the convenience of ready-made bread practically everywhere, from pre-sliced loaves at the local pharmacy to artisan bread at boutique stores. Few, if any Americans make all the bread that they eat and even
those who know how to make bread usually do so only for special occasions. Others shy away from making bread
or give up in frustration after a few failed attempts. Bread making can be a tricky process, but once you master a
few basic techniques, it is easy to produce warm, delicious bread right in your kitchen.
The very basics of bread are water, flour, yeast and salt. When making bread, you generally follow a 2-1 ratio
of flour to water. However, you may need extra flour for kneading. One cup of water is generally sufficient to make
one standard-sized loaf of bread, so plan accordingly. The water should be warm and never hot, or you might kill
the yeast.
It is important that you use fresh flour for bread; old flour often produces poor results. Also, if you are making
wheat bread, either grind your own grain or purchase freshly-ground wheat flour at a health store (it will be in the
freezer section). The only way to prolong the shelf life of wheat flour is to strip it of most of it oils and germ, so
the prepackaged wheat flour at your grocery store has much of its goodness removed and it generally tastes like
cardboard.
Yeast is a plant that works in conjunction with flour. When combined with flour, yeast produces carbon
dioxide and ethyl alcohol which create air bubbles in the dough. These bubbles are what give bread its lift and
sponginess. Flour contains two proteins (glutenin and gliadin), which create a structure in the bread called gluten.
Gluten helps trap the air bubbles created by the yeast, and this is what makes bread dough rise.
Finally, remember that salt-free bread is bland, so don't leave salt out. Try sea salt for best results.
A very basic bread recipe to start with is a simple foccacia, which is a flat Italian bread flavored with herbs. If
you can master this technique, you will have the foundation for making bread and can go on to create other, more
complex bread recipes.
To start your focaccia, put a teaspoon of yeast in a cup of warm water and let sit for about five
minutes. The yeast should foam up. (This is called "proofing" the yeast.) You can accelerate
the process by adding a dash of sugar, which acts as food for the yeast.
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When the yeast is proofed, put it in a
bowl and stir in 1/2 teaspoon salt and one
cup of white flour. Stir. Start adding more
flour, a little at a time, until the bread sticks
together into a ball, but is still wet.
When the dough sticks together
into a ball, dump it out on a clean, floured
surface and scrape all dough from the
bowl and spoon. Now it is time to knead
the bread. Kneading has two functions: to
incorporate the right amount of flour into
the dough and to form gluten. The process
of kneading breaks down the proteins in
the flour to create gluten, giving the bread
the right texture. Here is what to do:

1. Sprinkle a little flour on top of the

dough.

2. With the heels of your hands, push
down into the center of the dough and
away from you. This will spread it out.
3. Gather up the sides of the dough

and tuck it back into the center. Flip
it over on a floured surface, sprinkle
on a little flour, and repeat. Continue
to press down, gather up and flip the
dough around so it is worked from all
angles.
When you first start kneading, the
dough will be very sticky, since you still
need to work in more flour. New bakers
are often frustrated by how the dough
clings to everything and doesn't stay in a
neat ball. You can prevent this by keeping
your hands clean and kneading on a clean,
floured surface. Remove dough from
your hands by rubbing a handful of flour
between your fingers, which will cause the
dough to ball up and fall off. Wash and dry
your hands, then dust them with flour
and you will be able to knead easily.
If the dough continues to stick to the
surface of your countertop, move to a
new space and flour it down.
As you knead, keep adding flour
a little at a time until you work in the
right amount of flour, which is something you gauge by feel. Good bread
dough should be soft and slightly sticky,
like your cheek feels on a humid day.
If your dough is too dry, it will result
in tough bread. You should only use
about 2 1/2 cups of flour for this recipe,
so don't add too much. Once you have
achieved the right consistency, continue

to knead the bread without adding more
flour. The more you knead the dough the
better, and generally 10 minutes of kneading is good.
Next, put the dough in a greased
bowl, cover with a towel, and set in a warm,
moist place. Or you can try this technique:
Put the dough in a cool oven next to a pan
of boiling water and shut the door. After
letting the dough rise one hour, it should
puff up and double in size.
After an hour has passed, preheat
your oven to 450 degrees. Take a cookie
sheet and grease it, then pat the dough out
on the cookie sheet and poke with your
fingers. Brush the dough with olive oil
(one flavored with garlic is wonderful), and
sprinkle it with garlic salt. Then add fresh
or dried savory herbs of your choice (try
thyme, basil and crumbled bay leaf ). You
can also place a few rings of very thinly
sliced red onion on top. Let rise for five
minutes.
Bake the foccacia for 25 minutes in
a hot oven until it is golden brown. While
it is baking, clean up all surface areas and
utensils as soon as possible because bread
dough dries like glue and is very hard to
remove. One of the best ways to clean off a
countertop covered with bread dough is to
pour water over it, then scrape the counter
down with a spatula. Bread making is quite
messy and you may find bits of dough on
the floor, cupboard doors and sink handles.
Also, check your arms because kneading
usually leaves you with "bracelet" of dough
around your wrists.
Once you have mastered this recipe,
you have conquered the basic elements of

baking bread. It’s a matter of knowing how
to knead properly, what dough should feel
like and what temperatures are optimal.
Your first few attempts may be less than
successful, but don't give up. Yeast is a
living organism and can be fussy at times.
Issues such as the type of oven you have,
the age of your flour or yeast, or the temperature in your house may affect your
bread-baking efforts for the day. Practice
and a willingness to experiment are the
keys to learning how to make delicious,
nutritious bread that will delight you body
and soul.
Melissa has been baking bread since she was two
years old and enjoys making bruschetta from
her homemade French bread and home-grown
tomatoes. She can be reached at o4amuseoffire@
yahoo.com
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To check ou
t any of the
charities wh
ere you sen
d your
hard-earned
dollars, log
onto:
www.givew
ell.org or w
ww.
charitynav
igator.com

Complete Funeral Plans from $3,995

BARRANCO & SONS, P.A.
SEVERNA PARK FUNERAL HOME
Conveniently located along the Eastern Shore,
Baltimore and Annapolis Corridor
Over 52 years serving the community

www.barrancofuneralhome.com

410-647-2400

Do you remember how hard you worked to get to this point? Why not enjoy it.
Holiday 2013
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PARTY

JUMP-START YOUR HOLIDAY PARTY

with a Titillating Icebreaker!

By Louise Whiteside

Your holiday party is all arranged. You’ve sent out your invitations, planned your menu, cleaned the house, rented your party
furniture and organized the space where the event will take place.
But one persistent question lurks in your mind: How can you ease the way for your guests to become better acquainted, help them
relax and break down the natural barriers people feel when in new or unfamiliar situations.
I’ve found that an icebreaker can often do the trick. Whether some or all of your guests know one another, or you have a room
filled with complete strangers, a well-chosen game can lighten the mood and create an upbeat climate that will carry your party until
your last guest departs.
You may call it a party game, a get-acquainted activity or an icebreaker. Your goal is the same: to create an atmosphere of fun,
jollity and comfort for your guests.
A few things to be considered while planning your ice breaker:
to sing the song. The first group to do this is the winner. (Some
1. The size and type of room for your party.
lyrics are bound to get so scrambled up no one will recognize
2. Interest, experience and ability of your guests.
them!) Have small prizes for the winners.
3. Age, sex and marital status distribution of your guests.
The Author!
4. Sequence of the party -- what comes before and after games. You’re
Your guests will get some laughs from the results of their

1.
2. Scheduling your game at an appropriate time in your program.
3. Explaining the game clearly by steps, and then demonstrate.
4. Trying to get the entire group to participate while being gracious with any who wish to opt out.
5. Creating an atmosphere of warmth, friendliness and informality.
6. Stopping when you feel your guests have had enough.

Collecting beforehand any items needed for playing, such as
writing materials.

Here are two party ice breakers that can be played by
medium-to-large groups (12 or more guests), by people who are
already friends, complete strangers, or a mix.

Christmas Carol Jumble

This game will get your guests acquainted rapidly and will
bring out any latent vocal talent they may have.
Write out several Christmas carols, line by line, but jot
down only one line on each three-by-five card. Shuffle the cards
like a playing card deck and deal them out to the guests.
One guest will might receive “Chestnuts roasting on
an open fire”, another could get “Dashing through the snow”,
another, “Joyful and triumphant.”
The fun begins when the guests begin scurrying around to
find the holders of the cards that will complete their song. As
soon as a group assembles the song cards correctly, it can begin
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composite stories.
Give out a blank sheet of paper and a pencil to each player.
Give the first command, such as, “Write a boy’s (or girl’s) name,
with a brief description.” Responding to each command, the
guests write an answer, fold over the paper to hide what they’ve
written and pass the paper to their left. The next command
might be, “One Christmas morning he looked under the tree
and found ... ” The next command might be, “She really wanted
... ” or, ”He looked inside a stocking on the mantel and found ... ”
or, “He didn’t really like Aunt Susie’s gift, so here’s what he said
to Aunt Susie ... ” Give as many commands as there are players.
When the papers have been passed for the last time, the guests
take turns joining the phrases and reading their “stories” aloud.
The results can be hilarious!
The games you choose to play at your holiday party are
limited only by your imagination and the relationships you have
with your guests. For more icebreaker ideas, you might consult a
book of party games (see below).

Reference:

Frankel, Lillian
and Godfrey.
Party Games For
Adults. Sterling
Publishing Co.,
Inc., New York
(2007)

HOLIDAY QUIZ-ACROSTIC SOLUTION
Name the Japanese pilot who led the attack on Pearl
Harbor and radioed the famous message "Tora! Tora!
Tora!" After the war, he converted to Christianity,
became a missionary and author, and traveled
extensively in the U. S.
PEARL HARBOR: MITSUO FUCHIDA
A.
Poindexter
N.
Tenacity
B.
Eavesdrop
O.
Seventh Heaven
C.
Award
P.
U-boat
D.
Ramadan
Q.
Orated
E.
Lion’s share
R.
Fast
F.
Herpes
S.
Utensil
G.
Attain
T.
Chatter
H.
Reject
U.
Home front
I.
Bawdy
V.
Imaginary
J.
Oklahoma
W.
Doolittle
K.
Roach
X.
Ashes
L.
Mother Nature
M.
Ideate

In leading a game you as the host or hostess should keep
in mind:
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A Gift that Keeps on Giving:
By Victoria A. Duncan

A Subscription Box for Everyone

Who doesn’t like getting a present in the mail each month? And in this season when you are racking your brain for the right gift
for that hard-to-please person, a monthly subscription service may be just the answer.
You are probably acquainted with services which you can send, for example a wine-of-month, to your favorite imbiber. But today,
these services are the hottest thing around and the offerings are exploding into categories as varied as organic baby clothes, shaving
supplies, gourmet foods, cosmetics or -- gulp -- even underwear!
A gift subscription service is both fun to give and to receive. These curated and attractively presented gift boxes are offered by
retailers that specialize in themes such as gourmet food, cosmetics, books or hobby materials, etc. The subscriptions are available at different price points depending upon frequency of delivery. Each box, often customized to a subscriber’s questionnaire, usually contains
five or six different samples and, if added up individually, the value of the items within most often exceeds the cost per month of the
subscription. Free shipping is usually included. This is a great way to try new products and one can often then purchase full-size items
at a discounted price, if desired.
Your job, as the shopper, is only to match your gift recipients with the type of product that will delight them. Select your service,
place your order and get ready for a big dose of appreciation on an ongoing basis. Get creative and wrap up a box that incudes a note
detailing the subscription and, perhaps, an item that is representative of the theme of the gift subscription. Some of these services even
donate a portion of your subscription price to a charity, making it truly a gift that keeps on giving. The following are some suggestions,
but for additional ideas, go to Google “gift subscription services.”

FOR THE WEE ONES

• Blumm: For pampering babies and
moms, these boxes are personalized to the
age and gender of the child. Included are
beauty, wellness and baby care products.
Now available for toddlers too.
www.
blumm.com
• BabbaBox: A gift for tykes and their
parents, Babbabox delivers crafts and activities for children ages 3-6. Each month
is unique and designed to build confidence
and stimulate creative thinking. www.bab
baco.com

FOR THE COLLEGE STUDENT

• Pijon Box: Getting high marks from
the college crowd, these boxes arrive with
snacks, essential grooming products and
more. A portion of proceeds is donated
to providing care boxes for homeless children. www.pijon.com

FOR THE DIVA

• Birchbox: Receive samples of wellknown brands of cosmetics tailored to
each recipient’s beauty profile. A great gift
for the woman who loves her products.
Now available for men, as well as a home
version too. www.birchbox.com

FOR THE GREEN
AFICIONADO

• Conscious Box: Hug a tree and your
eco-conscious buddy at the same time
with this sampling of the most naturefriendly products around. Available in
classic, vegan or gluten-free versions. www.
consciousbox.com
Holiday 2013

FOR THE FOODIE

• Love with Food: Give a gift of all-natural, organic and gourmet snacks. Part of
each subscription is donated to hungry
children. www.lovewithfood.com

FOR THE DAPPER GENTLEMAN

• 12-Fold: Remind your guy how handsome he is with a quality and limited edition pocket square arriving each month.
Comes complete with a style guide.
www.12-fold.com

FOR THE FISHING FANATIC

• Mystery Tackle Box: Reel him in with
this subscription service that delivers
high-quality lures and tackle selected by
tournament fisherman. www.mystery
tacklebox.com

FOR THE COFFEE HOUND

• Craft Coffee: Top roasters and boutique
bean companies are tapped to perk up
these boxes of java. You choose the grind
or get them delivered whole. www.craft
coffee.com

percent of the proceeds goes to rescue
groups. www.barkbox.com

FOR THE LETTER WRITER

• Nicely Noted: Seniors, those recovering
from an illness, or anyone who enjoys writing letters and fine stationery will appreciate this monthly selection of letterpress
cards and stamps. www.nicelynoted.com

FOR YARN ENTHUSIASTS

• Knit Crate: Knitters and crocheters will
be thrilled to receive a box of premium
yarn in exciting colors along with a pattern
geared to their specific skill level. www.
knitcrate.com

FOR BOOKIES OF ANY AGE

• Gift Lit: Delight book lovers of any age
with this gift subscription. Personally selected for age and interests by literary experts, these books will help install a love
in reading in the young or will open new
literary doors to the young at heart. www.
giftlit.com

FOR THE CHOCAHOLIC

• Vosges Haut Chocolate: Make a little
romance with scrumptious (and expensive) Vosges chocolate truffles, timed for
delivery during the full moon. www.vosge
schocolate.com

FOR THE PET LOVER

• Bark Box: This gift is going to the dogs.
Literally. A box of pet goodies in which10

For even more ideas, check out the blog
“My subscription addiction” at www.my
subscriptionaddiction.com There are
dozens more choices, all offering the ease
of shopping from your desk.
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BOOKS:
Old, New and Obscure
WONDER

By R.J. Palacio
Knopf Books for Young Readers (2012)
This is a book I plan to put in the hands of each of my
grandchildren. I was so impressed that for the first time I actually
emailed the author to thank her for writing it.
It is so real that it is difficult to believe it is a work of fiction.
It is recommended for ages 9 through 12, but I feel that anyone
can benefit from reading it. I have some support here, having read
recently that Nicholas Sparks, a popular novelist, said Wonder was
a book he enjoyed.
The story is about a 10-year-old boy named August (Auggie
to his friends). He was born with a condition that left his face
a mess. Because of many reconstructive surgeries, he had been
home-schooled up to the point when the novel begins. Now his
parents think it is time that he go to school beginning with fifth
grade in the Fall. Even though Auggie is normal in every other
way, he knows how people react at seeing his still-deformed face.
He worries that he won’t fit in.
This brave little boy marches off to school and finds things
just as he expected or even worse. The bullying is merciless. But
the charm of the book is how the children come to discover what
a smart and engaging person he is, a process that requires choosing to be kind. The story revolves around Auggie’s classmates
learning to embrace this choice.
This is Palacio’s first book and I sincerely hope not her last.
She is an art director and designs book jackets by profession. She
first thought of the idea for Wonder when she was on vacation
with her children and they saw a child with a condition similar to
Auggie’s. When she witnessed her children’s reaction to this girl,
she realized what this child must have to go through on a regular
basis. She wanted to teach her children a better way to respond
to these situations.
Bullying is a huge problem in our schools today. This book
inspired Random House to start an anti-bullying campaign called
“Choose Kind,” with a site where people can share their experiences and sign a pledge to stamp out bullying. Check out Palacio’s
website to download an excellent “Educator Guide for Wonder”
to use at home or in a community group.
It would be a shame to limit this book to readers aged 9
through 12. We often prejudge without taking the time to really
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know a person. Recently on a Annapolis Senior Center trip to
national parks in Canada and Montana, we were to meet our tour
director for the week in Calgary. When I saw a little chubby man
with shoulder-length white hair and a long white beard holding
up the sign to greet us, I thought, “Oh no!” We couldn’t have possibly had a better tour director. He was so knowledgeable, had a
wonderful sense of humor and introduced us to all the magnificent sights in that part of our world. It turns out that he plays
Santa during the Christmas season and thus was growing his hair
for the part. Did I mention he was jolly?
~ Maureen Smith
rsmith0636@verizon.net

FLIGHT BEHAVIOR

By Barbara Kingsolver
Harper-Collins, New York (2012)				
Global warming is a controversial subject on which to base
a novel that could be considered "not so historical fiction." Much
has been published and broadcast by the general media on this
subject, causing a great deal of discussion and disagreement.
Using her knowledge of the unique speech patterns and lifestyles
of her native Appalachia, Barbara Kingsolver draws the reader
into the way of life of a small town in Tennessee.
In Flight Behavior Ms. Kingsolver approaches global
warming in an unusual way. When her main character, Dellarobia
Turnbow, is climbing up a mountain near her run-down farm in
Tennesse, she is planning to have a rendezvous with a young lover.
A disillusioned, disappointed, chain-smoking young woman who
thinks she is in a dead-end situation, she is looking for some
excitement and change in her life. However, when she reaches
a path near the top of the mountain, she is mesmerized with
what she thinks is a lake of fire. She sees the whole mountainside covered in what looks like a wall of red flames. Startled, she
turns and returns quickly to the bottom of the mountain and her
run-down farm.
She later discovers what she thought was a wall of fire to be
a mass migration of Monarch butterflies. In church the following
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Sunday she announces what she think is a
miracle to the congregation. You can just
imagine the uproar this caused.
Dellarobia's life will never be the
same. One of the first persons to arrive
on the scene is a scientist named Ovid
Byron. Of course he is very interested in
this phenomenon as the monarchs are
well off their usual migration pattern,
which usually takes them to Mexico. Of
course the townspeople want a piece of
the action, and events spiral from there.
Her very overbearing in-laws enter the
picture as her father-in-law wants to log
the mountain to pay off his debts. This
will destroy the monarchs' settling on the
mountain. And her mother-in-law wants
to run tours to see the butterflies.
Without giving away any more details, this controversial subject of global
warming continues to be the main focus
of Ms. Kingsolver's very unusual and intriguing novel. You will probably learn
more about monarch butterflies than you
ever wanted to know. Anyone who has
read Kingsolver knows that she is an avid
environmentalist who has written several
novels dealing with this theme.
You may find the message here satisfactory or you may feel you were left hanging. See what you think!
This is a timely subject with complex
characters and an interesting approach
that is well worth reading, regardless of
your point of view.
~ Peggy Kiefer

him tick." This does appear to be a love match, as they seemed well-suited to each other
in intelligence and ego. Both of them leave their respective spouses and children to go
to Europe together for an extended period of time. It is hard to feel much sympathy for
the parent who would leave their children, but also you might begin to sense something
of what they were feeling due to a strong physical as well as intellectual attraction. They
were maligned by the press and Frank lost many of his clients due to this liaison.
Catherine Wright, the mother of his six children, refused to give him a divorce. Edwin Cheney, Mamah's long suffering husband, was almost too good to believe. Although
he eventually divorced here he was quite understanding and hopeful that she would
return. The Cheney children were fortunate to have their aunt and family members care
for them while their mother was involved with Mr. Wright.
A subplot of the story is Mamah's meeting and subsequent friendship and business
relationship with the Swedish feminist Ellen Key. Mamah learns Swedish (she already
is fluent in several other languages) in order to translate Ms. Key’s feminist writings to
be presented in the United States. She becomes a disciple of Ellen Keys, but becomes
somewhat disappointed in what she believes to be contradictory ideas in her writing.
A part of the novel I enjoyed, since I like Frank Lloyd Wright's architecture, was
his approach to design and passion for his buildings fitting into their surroundings. He
named the Wisconsin dream home he built for Mamah and himself Taliesin, after a
prophet and a truth-seeker. It meant "shining brow." The reader is taken through the
planning and building of this unique home.
Anyone who knows the story of Mr. Wright’s life knows the shocking end to this
story, but I will leave it to you to discover it at the end of this very interesting and complex novel.
~ Peggy Kiefer

LOVING FRANK

By Nancy Moran
Ballantine Books, a division of Random
House (2008)
The name Frank Lloyd Wright usually brings up a different feeling or emotion in whomever hears it. In most cases,
you either love him or hate him, and the
same with his architecture.
Loving Frank is a novel written from
the perspective of one of his mistresses,
Mamah (pronounced May-ma) Borthwick Cheney. It follows their affair in the
early 1900s until it ended in 1914. There
have been many books written about this
controversial man, including his own autobiography. But this book approaches his
genius and temperament in a different way,
as told by a woman who loved him.
Mr. Wright doesn't come through as
a particularly likeable person in this novel,
but one does get a look into what "makes
Holiday 2013
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By Tricia Herban

Monte Maxwell’s Unusual Career

Playing an organ in a department store doesn’t sound like a major
career opportunity or even a serious job. But for Monte Maxwell,
organist at the United States Naval Academy, it was a step that made
all the difference.

Were you always interested in the organ?

First I was exposed to the piano, in San Angelo, a small
town in West Texas. I was eight or nine when my parents began
attending the First Baptist Church where I heard a live pipe organ.

What happened then?

I was enthralled with the organ’s majestic sounds and visual
grandeur. This was in the early ‘70s and I took advantage of the
library, checking out LPs and reading books to learn how organs
were made and worked. I used my cassette tape recorder to
capture organ music from television. And as I could, I purchased
recordings.

How old were you then?

Still in elementary school. In fact, then I purchased the
score of Purcell’s Trumpet Voluntary, learned the keyboard parts
on the piano and imagined the pedal parts with my feet on the
floor. Finally, when I was in sixth or seventh grade, I asked permission to play the church organ. My next piece was Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor. I was all on my own as no teacher
was available.

Did you ever perform?

Yes, my first performance was for the church and it was the
Bach. Although I didn’t take lessons, I did have teachers, as I listened to E. Power Biggs, Marie-Claire Alain and Virgil Fox. My
parents took me to hear Fox twice, in Houston and later in San
Antonio, and he was a great inspiration. One Summer, I attended
a keyboard camp at Baylor with Joyce Jones.

And music was your chosen career, when you graduated
from high school?
Yes. I auditioned for a scholarship competition at Texas
Christian in Fort Worth. I won and the college competitions and
recitals opened up a whole new world.

How did you get from Fort Worth to Philadelphia?

I was actually invited to attend Curtis Institute. It is the
most selective music school in the country and that year I was the

only organ student accepted. To study at Curtis, you have to play
entirely from memory.

And the Wanamaker organ is in Philadelphia?

Yes. During my time of study with John Weaver, I was given
the opportunity to play noon and early evening concerts at the
store many times a week. As associate organist, I was hired and
paid by the Grand Court organist. It was challenging, not only
because that organ is the largest playing pipe organ in the world,
but also because we had no practice time. Our performances were
our practice time!

How long has Wanamakers had this organ?

The organ was installed in 1911 and it has been played every
business day since. The first console had four keyboards, then it
was enlarged to five and now it has six. There are some 28,000
pipes. The organ is playing more magnificently than ever because
the full instrument as originally planned is being completed. It is
a symphonic organ designed to play transcriptions and one can
play most anything very effectively on it.

Can you compare the Wanamaker organ to the one at
the Naval Academy?

Not really. Each instrument is unique to the building for
which it was designed. Playing the Philadelphia organ is like
sitting in the cockpit of a 747. You have to have an unusual understanding of sound and registration in order to handle that large
beast effectively. The acoustics at Wanamakers (now Macy’s) are
also critical. It is very reverberant because there is no carpet or
acoustical tile to absorb sound. Certain pieces can be played more
effectively there than on any other organ.

And you left there because?

I continued to study with John Weaver for two more years
at The Juilliard School in New York. From there, I was hired to fill
dual positions as church organist and to teach at two colleges. Then
one day John Weaver called to tell me that he had recommended
me to the Naval Academy and thus began a now 17-year career.

Does the organ in the Grand Court in Philadelphia still
call to you?
Yes. I perform on occasion as a substitute for the Grand
Court organist, Peter Conte. It is still a joy to ascend to that gallery
and sit at that magnificent console. It is an ongoing inspiration.
photo by David King

Get over your past mistakes. You’re probably the only one who can remember them!
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YOUNGER MAN
Although I’m told that I look young for
my age, I am nearly 60 years old and have
been a widow for several years. I’m financially
secure, independent, enjoy friends and family,
and generally, have a full life. Until now, I
haven’t seen anyone in a romantic sense. At
an extended-family function, I was seated
beside a friend of my nephew’s—a man who
is 20 years my junior. We had a wonderful
conversation and danced together a couple of
times. Since then, “Chris” has called several
times and would like for us to start dating.
I’m a bit aghast and a bit intrigued. I don’t
want to look like an old fool but am tempted.
What do you think?
Accept the compliment! Clearly, you
have enough self-esteem to take good care
of yourself and have an upbeat outlook
on life. That goes a long way in keeping
us young. Whether or not you accept your
admirer’s invitation, keep up the good
work.
Remember that if this were vice
versa, in other words, if he was 20 years
older than you, this might not be as much
of a surprise or concern to you. Sure, it
may raise a few eyebrows, but by this time
in our lives, we should care less about what
others think and more about what feels
right. Consider that latter issue carefully.
How does this feel to you? How will you
feel about yourself in the company of a
considerably younger man?
If you proceed, get to know him well
before taking it to any deeper level than a
casual acquaintance. Follow your intuition
and see if he is a sincere person with a true
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interest and genuine attraction to you rather than just a player who may be curious to
see what it would be like to be with an “older woman.” This is common-sense advice for
anyone in the dating market and, perhaps, even more so for someone who has been out
of the singles scene for some time. Good luck.
THE ENTERTAINING DILEMMA
With the holiday season near, I realize that another year has passed and we have not
repaid in kind any of the people who have invited us to parties or dinner this year. The truth
is that, for many reasons, we just do not entertain any more. We greatly enjoy being invited
to these occasions, arrive with flowers or gifts for our hosts, and write beautiful and prompt
thank-you notes afterwards. Is this enough?
That depends, I guess, on your feelings about these friendships and what you want
to happen in the future. Yes, it is great that you bring gifts and write thank-you notes.
But that is only what is expected, isn’t it? In truth, I don’t think that will be enough to
deepen your friendships or keep you at the top of someone’s invitation list, especially if
you never reciprocate.
My take on this may sound harsh, so let me add that I understand your dilemma.
All of us are busy, have limited time and energy and may not want to invest in what it
takes to entertain at home. What are you to do then? First off, scale back. Your efforts
do not have to produce a gourmet meal that is Martha Stewart-worthy. Soup and sandwiches served up with warmth and good intentions will be appreciated by anyone. It is
the gesture and the invitation that counts.
Next, enlist as much help as possible. Got some teenagers nearby that need money?
Hire them to straighten the house, chop the veggies and clean up afterwards. Or, spring
for a catered party once a year, if that is within your means. If you are dead-set against
having people to your home, take them out. Host a few couples for happy hour at a
nearby pub, treat for coffee and dessert after a concert, invite friends on a hike where
you provide the brown bag lunches, or take someone special to dinner at their favorite
restaurant.
Right now, I am baking a cake to take to a dinner party tonight and am anticipating an evening filled with warmth and laughter shared with friends. The menu and the
setting are unimportant, but how special it is to be invited into someone’s home! Despite
some grumbling whenever it is my turn to host, I would hate to give these occasions up
and find that the effort is well worth it to maintain and build a network of friendships.
Not everyone has the gift of hospitality and, if you don’t, this doesn’t have to end
your social life. But if you want to continue to be included and to enjoy these occasions,
you must find some way to reciprocate, occasionally at least.
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Dive Bombers in the Bay
By Henry S. Parker

You can see the air show on almost
any Summer day, almost anywhere on the
Bay. A piercing keee-urrr will draw your
eyes skyward to a fork-tailed flash of white
and black, head tilted down, hovering on
fluttering wings. If you’ve been around the
water a bit, you’ll recognize the bird as a
tern. And you won’t be surprised as you
watch it fold back its wings and plummet
headfirst, like a tiny guided missile, to
the sea below where it will penetrate the
surface and emerge seconds later with a
wriggling fish in its stiletto beak.
Terns range widely on Chesapeake
Bay during the warm months, breeding
in large colonies on marshes, beaches and
isolated islands. Five species are here:
the Caspian, the Royal, the Common,
Forster’s and the Least. The smallest is the
Least Tern. The scarcest is the Royal Tern.
Seagull-sized, with iconic orange beak and
black cap, these maritime birds breed on
elevated beaches of remote islands, laying
but a single egg at a time. But rising sea
level and erosion have submerged many of
the Bay’s sandy islands—some 500 over
the past 300 years—causing drastic reductions in Royal Tern populations.
The most abundant tern in the Bay?
You guessed it: the Common Tern. With
a far less restrictive breeding habitat than
the Royal Tern’s, this species nests in rudimentary shallow depressions near fresh
and salt water bodies, where the female
lays two to three eggs. They head south at
Summer’s end to Wintering grounds in
South America, returning to their nesting
areas the following Spring.
Bay anglers appreciate the terns, as
frenzied concentrations of these mini-dive
bombers signify shoals of small fish. And
where small fish school, big fish are often
close behind.
Though their fishing skills are impressive, terns are pikers compared with
the gannets. Three feet long with a six-foot
wing span, Northern Gannets—one of
three species worldwide—are the largest
sea birds in the North Atlantic Ocean.
Like terns, gannets are “plunge divers,”
meaning that they plummet headfirst into
the sea to capture prey beneath the waves.
But gannets have taken this skill to a new
level. Resembling black-and-white rockets
on a downward trajectory, they dive from
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heights approaching 100 feet, attaining
speeds of over 60 miles per hour by the
time they hit the water. The momentum
of their descent can propel them 30 feet
below the surface. By flapping their wings
underwater, in pursuit of promising prey,
they can double this depth.
If you or I hit the water headfirst at
60 miles per hour we would be dead before
we had time to drown. But gannets do this
with impunity. How? They are superbly
well-adapted to plunge diving. With wings
tucked in, beaks thrust forward, and legs
trailing behind, they present a streamlined,
aerodynamically smooth form that shoots
toward the water like a lance. Thick skulls
protect their heads, and subcutaneous,
inflatable air sacs in the chest and face
cushion their collision with the sea surface.
They lack nostril holes and keep their
beaks tightly closed, so that water can’t
enter during the dive. And slow motion
photography has revealed that gannets stay
on course by spinning on their axis as they
descend.
Once threatened because of eggplundering and hunting for their plumage,
Northern Gannets now number in the
hundreds of thousands. They breed in
isolated colonies at high latitudes, but may
feed near shore in large numbers, wherever
fish school in dense congregations. Soaring,
wheeling and diving like arrows unleashed
from an army of archers, the gannets
rain down on their victims plundering

everything from minnows to fully-grown
mackerel. To watch a thousand gannets
shredding the teeming seas is to wonder
why fish still swim in the ocean.
You may not have to go far to see
gannets in action, especially in Winter
when many move to the mid-Atlantic
region. From Fall to Spring they can be
abundant in the lower Chesapeake Bay
and will sometimes travel well up into the
estuary. They have even been sighted near
the mouth of the Choptank River. They
may also be visible from the shore near
Ocean City, Assateague Island and Chincoteague.
To improve your odds of taking in
a gannet show, consider heading north
to the Canadian Maritime Provinces in
the Summer. Cape Breton Island, Nova
Scotia, Cape St. Mary’s, Newfoundland,
and Bonaventure Island, Quebec, where
50,000 breeding pairs congregate, offering
particularly good vantage points.
If all else fails, you can always fall
back on a virtual experience. Here’s a
link to a YouTube video well worth
watching:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WzuJPy_aUT8
Henry, a former marine science instructor at
the University of Massachusetts, is currently
an adjunct associate professor at Georgetown
University and a biodefense specialist. He can be
reached at hspshp@gmail.com

Northern Gannet. Photo in public domain (Wikipedia). Permission for free reproduction
from Creative Commons. Accessed at: http://free.gatag.net/en/2011/05/12/050000.html.
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Maintenance Free RENTAL Retirement Living
Enjoy luxury living without the hassles of homeownership!

A

Senior Rental Community
for Active Adults Age 62 and Better
Directions from the Washington, DC metropolitan area:
Take US-50 E towards Annapolis/Bay Bridge. Take Exit 22, MD-665/Aris T. Allen Blvd.
Stay on Exit 22/MD-665 for 3 miles when it becomes Forest Drive East.
Continue on Forest Drive for 2.7 miles to left on Edgewood Road.
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